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∃ a frame from which observers:
• See same number of sources per solid angle in all 

directions
• Large angles, deep enough survey

The cosmological principle

Cosmology Seminar

The Universe is (statistically) isotropic and homogenous (on large scales). 

No special positions or directions in the Universe.

Also the Copernican principle : 
we are ‘typical’ observers.



“Data from the Planck satellite show the universe 
to be highly isotropic”

Cosmology Seminar

T =  2.725 K
Δ"
" ~10&'

We observe a statistically isotropic Gaussian random field of small temperature 
fluctuations (fully quantified by the 2-point correlations ➛ angular power spectrum)

Planck 2015



The CMB Dipole: Our motion through the cosmos?

Cosmology Seminar

Net motion of the Solar System barycentre:
369 +/- 2 km/s w.r.t ‘CMB rest frame’ 
towards

R.A = 168.0, DEC = -7.0

• Motion of the Sun around the Galaxy 
~225 +/- 18 km/s

• The motion of the Local Group 627+/-22 
km/s  ApJ, 709, 483

!"
" ~ 10-3

COBE Experiment, 1996
Planck 2015
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What is the origin of this motion?

Is this 'Purely Kinematic’?



A moving observer - Kinematic Dipole
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Aberration Doppler boosting

Observer, velocity v

Moving frameRest frame
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Flux limited catalog -> more sources in 
direction of motion
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Ellis & Baldwin (1984)
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This talk:

Cosmology Seminar

• Is the CMB dipole really ‘purely kinematic’? Dipoles in number counts of flux limited catalogues:
• High redshift Radio Galaxies (NVSS + SUMSS)                                                 MNRAS 471 (2017) no.1, 1045-1055
• Low redshift infrared galaxies (AllWISE) MNRAS 477 (2018) no.2, 1772-1781
• High Redshift Quasars (CatWISE) arXiv: 2009.14826
• Gaia UnWISE in preparation

• The bulk flow of the local Universe. Where is the cosmic rest frame?

• The tilted Friedmann Universe.
• “Evidence for anisotropy of Cosmic Acceleration” : A&A 631, L13 (2019)

An amusing debate: arXiv:1912.04257

The issue of peculiar velocities and corrections.
• The Hubble tension makes no sense : arXiv : 1911.06456
• What exactly is going on in cosmology now?
• Backup

A historical review of Supernova cosmology and fitting.
Absurd things in cosmology

The situation that Ellis & Baldwin anticipated in 1984 has arrived



The NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS)

Cosmology Seminar

1.4 GHz survey of the Northern sky, by the National Radio 
Astronomy Observatory. Down to dec = -40.4o

1,773,488 sources above 2.5 mJy. But ‘complete’ with 
uniform sky exposure only above 10 mJy

Phys. Rev. D, 78, 043519



Sydney University Molonglo Sky Survey (SUMSS)
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843 MHz survey of the Southern sky, by the Molonglo
Observatory Synthesis telescope. Dec < -30.0o

211050 radio sources. Similar sensitivity and resolution to 
NVSS



The NVSUMSS-Combined All Sky catalog

Cosmology Seminar

• Rescale SUMSS fluxes by (843/1400)-0.75

• Remove Galactic Plane at +/-10 degree in NVSS

• Remove NVSS sources below and SUMSS sources 
above dec -30 (or -40)

• Apply common threshold flux cut on both samples

• z~1, <120 sources at z<0.3 at 90%C.L.



Results

Rameez - PONT Avignon

Velocity ~ 1355 ± 351 km/s, Dir within 10° of CMB dipole direction.

Statistical significance, ~2.81 Sigma, with the 3D linear estimator, constrained mainly by the catalogue size
Bengaly et al 2018 JCAP 1804 (2018) no.04, 031 find a 5.1 sigma excess in TGSS !

SKA phase 1 measurement ~10%

Bengaly (et al) 2018 : 1810.04960v1 

Siewert et al 2020
“We conclude that for all analysed surveys, the observed Cosmic Radio Dipole amplitudes exceed the 

expectation, derived from the CMB dipole.”
11



The Widefield Infrared Survey Explorer

Cosmology Seminar

All sky infrared survey over 10 months, in the bands 3.4, 4.6, 12 
and 22 !m using a 40 cm diameter telescope 

Generated a catalog of 746 million+ objects, most of which are 
stars.

Directionally unbiased survey strategy, arc second angular 
resolution, multi band photometry.



Getting rid of the stars
following from MNRAS448,1305–1313 (2015)

• Magnitude cuts in different bands, Galactic plane cut at +/-15 degrees
• Sample of 2.46 million Galaxies, 76% complete, with 1.8% star contamination

Cosmology Seminar

in agreement with MNRAS 445 (2014) L60-L64

Cross correlate with deep surveys over a very narrow sky 
(SDSS, GAMA) to determine how many are stars and how 
many are Galaxies

The maximum is in the direction (AllWISE) 
237.4° RA, -46.6 ° Dec 
331.9° l 6.02° b 

110 degrees from the CMB direction

Dipole magnitude ~0.049 

Fully kinematic interpretation ~6000 km/s
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Getting rid of the stars

Apparent motion = parallax + proper motion

Stars in the Galaxy have higher apparent 
motions 400 mas/yr up to many arc seconds/ 
year

Cuts on apparent motion can bring star 
contamination down to 0.1%, while still 
keeping ~1.8 millin galaxies.

182.9° RA, -55.6° DEC, 50.1° from the CMB

Dipole magnitude reduces to 0.014

Star galaxy identification by cross correlating 
with SDSS



Suppressing local anisotropies

Cosmology Seminar

6.1’’ PSF

~200 Mpc

Remove extended 
sources and the 
supergalactic plane.

Further reduce z<0.03 
sources by cross 
correlating with 2MRS 
and removing the 
correlated sources.



Results
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d = 0.0124  >  3600 km/s if fully kinematic

Total dipole is at least 4.6! statistically significant.
172.6° RA, -6.6° Dec (~4.5° from CMB dipole)

The dipole anisotropy of AllWISE galaxies 5

Figure 4. Redshift distribution for 5400 sources of AllWISE that

are matched to those of GAMA survey. The median redshift is

0.137-0.164 depending on the masks.

it is desirable to remove as many sources as possible at low
redshifts, in a directionally unbiased manner. The various
steps in the process of suppressing the clustering dipole are
described in the following subsections.

WISE being a photometric instrument, the AllWISE
catalogue does not provide redshift measurements. We esti-
mate the redshift distribution of these data by cross match-
ing with the Galaxy and Mass Assembly (GAMA) catalogue
(Liske et al. 2015). The GAMA is a spectroscopic survey of
about 300,000 galaxies down to r < 19.8 magnitude over
about 286�2. The GAMA survey builds on the previous spec-
troscopic surveys such as the SDSS which we have already
used to estimate the star contamination.

Of the 5620 AllWISE sources at this stage that fall
within the solid angle scanned by GAMA, 5491 have cross-
matched counterparts. The redshift distribution of these
sources is shown in Figure 4 which also indicates how it
evolves in the later stages of this analysis.

6.1 Removing the supergalactic plane and sources
correlating with 2MRS at z < 0.03.

A large fraction of the mass in the nearby universe, out to
z = 0.03, is known to be clustered along a planar structure
known as the supergalactic plane. In order to exclude this,
we add a supergalactic latitude cut of ±5� which ensures
that most of the local superclusters that lie on this plane
are removed. Since both the galactic and the supergalactic
planes form great circles in the celestial sphere, removing
an area centered on them leaves the direction of the dipole
estimators unbiased.

In order to further suppress any local super-structures
that lie outside the supergalactic plane, we cross-correlate
our AllWISE galaxy catalogue with the 2MRS catalogue
(Huchra et al. 2012) and remove all objects that are com-
mon to the two catalogues. This is done by identifying all
AllWISE sources that are within 100 of 2MRS sources out to
z = 0.03, beyond which 2MRS is not complete. Of the 24,648
2MRS sources below redshift z = 0.03, only 2392 have All-
WISE counterparts at this stage (in contrast to § 5.1, when

Figure 5. The hemispherical count map of the AllWISE-galaxy

selection as described in § 6.2.

all 24,648 sources did have counterparts). Consequently, the
impact of removing these sources is small.

Subsequent to these cuts we are left with ⇠ 1.71 million
objects. The median redshift at this stage was found to be
⇠ 0.137 and the 3D linear estimator of Eq. 5 finds the di-
rection and the magnitude of the dipole to be RA=177.4�,
DEC=�49.9� (l = 292.9�, b= 11.7�) and 0.017 respectively.
The dipole direction is now 43.7� away from the CMB dipole.
Evidently the removal of local structures slightly reduces
the amplitude of the dipole (previous value was 0.018) and
brings its direction closer to that of the CMB.

6.2 Discarding extended sources

The WISE satellite has an angular resolution of ⇠ 6.100 in
the 3.4 µm band, which corresponds to ⇠ 2.96⇥ 10�5 radi-
ans. Galaxies, which are typically a few tens of kpc across,
are resolved as extended sources at distances less than a few
hundred Mpcs. Galaxies of similar size at larger distances
are contained within the angular beam size of the detec-
tor and appear to be point sources. Discarding extended
sources at this stage can significantly suppress the fraction of
nearby objects. The AllWISE catalogue provides a variable
’ext_flg’, which has a value of zero if the morphology of the
source is consistent with the WISE point spread function,
and not associated with a known 2MASS extended source.
Higher values of the variable indicate high goodness of fits
for extended source profiles.

Consequently, we select only sources with ’ext_flg=0’,
which leaves us with a sample of ⇠ 1.23 million sources.
The median redshift at this stage is found to have increased
to 0.164, indicating the suppression of low redshift sources.
Applying the 3D linear estimator (5) to this sample, we find
the dipole to be in the direction RA=166.2�, DEC=�15.7�

(l = 269.17�, b = 40.17�), i.e. only 8.8� away from the CMB
dipole , with a magnitude of 0.0124, a significant reduction
from the previous value of 0.017 (see § 6.1).

If we further widen the Galactic plane cut to ±20�,
then the dipole direction swings to RA=172.6�, DEC=�6.6�

(l = 269.7�, b = 51.0�), whch is merely 4.5� away from the
CMB dipole, with a magnitude of 0.011 according to the 3D
estimator). The hemispheric-count estimator (4) finds the
dipole to lie towards RA=151.9�, DEC=�15.7� (l = 255.1�,
b = 31.5�) which is 18.0� away from the CMB dipole, with

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

By cross correlating with Galaxy and Mass Assembly
V = 1260 ± 629 km/s within 6 degrees of CMB dipole

After removing the ‘clustering dipole according to LCDM’

Equatorial coordinates



CatWISE AGN 1314428 sources
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Arxiv: 2009.14826

The Quasar Dipole 3

pression in their vicinity.1 We find that circular masks
with 2MASS K band-dependent radii log10(r/deg) =
−0.134K − 0.471 effectively remove these. In all, we
masked 265 sky regions, plus the Galactic plane. To
avoid any directional source count bias we mirror the
masks by 180◦ on the celestial sphere.
We calculate spectral indices α of our sources in the

W1 band by obtaining power-law fits of the form Sν =
kν−α, where k is the normalization. We produced a
lookup table to determine α based on W1−W2, by cal-
culating synthetic AB magnitudes following Equation 2
of Bessell & Murphy (2012). The WISE magnitudes are
on the Vega magnitude system, so we convert from the
AB system using the offsets mAB−mVega = 2.673, 3.313
for W1 and W2, respectively. These WISE offsets corre-
spond to the constant of −48.60 associated with the def-
inition of the synthetic AB magnitude. The normalisa-
tion k is calculated by inverting the equation for the syn-
thetic magnitude and using the observed W1 AB mag-
nitude. Finally, we calculate the isophotal frequency, at
which the flux density Sν equals its mean value within
the passband, using Equation A19 in Bessell & Murphy
(2012). As our sample was constructed with the cut
W1−W2 ≥ 0.8, the distribution peaks at α ∼ 1 and
extends to steeper slopes, with a mean value of 1.26.
Distributions of spectral indices and fluxes for our final
sample of sources are shown in Figure 1. The corre-
sponding mean isophotal frequency is 8.922 × 1013 Hz,
with a dispersion of 0.19%. We select a magnitude cut
of 9 > W1 > 16.4 (Vega), equivalent to a flux density
cut of 77.77 > Sν > 0.09 mJy, to fix the over-density
of fainter sources along overlaps in the WISE scanning
pattern, most prevalent at the ecliptic poles where they
converge. After removing low-z AGNs, applying the sky
masks, and making the flux density cut, our final sample
has 1,314,428 AGNs, which we show in Figure 2.
To estimate the distribution of AGN redshifts, we se-

lect those within SDSS Stripe 82, a 275 deg2 region of
the sky scanned repeatedly by the SDSS, thus achieving
an increase of depth of ∼ 2 mag (Annis et al. 2014). In
the specObj table for SDSS DR16,2 Stripe 82 contains
∼ 4.4 times more objects with spectroscopic r-band
magnitudes fainter than 20 (AB) than a comparable sky
region in the SDSS main footprint. We use a sub-region
of Stripe 82 between −42◦ < R.A. < 45◦, which lies
outside the |b| < 30◦ Galactic plane mask we employ,
and which was observed by the Extended Baryon Os-
cillation Spectroscopic Survey (eBOSS; Dawson et al.

1 http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allsky/expsup/sec6 2.html#brt stars
2 https://www.sdss.org/dr16/spectro/spectro access

Figure 1. Distribution of flux densities Sν (∝ ν
−α) and

spectral indices α (W1 band) in the CatWISE AGN sample.

Figure 2. Sky map of the CatWISE AGN sample, in Galac-
tic coordinates.

2016), yielding even deeper spectral coverage. There are
14,387 CatWISE AGNs in this region. For photometric
information, we cross-match these with the Dark En-
ergy Survey (DES), Data Release 1 (Abbott et al. 2018),
which achieved an i-band depth of 23.44 mag (AB). Us-
ing a 10′′ match for completeness, we find counterparts
for 14,343 (99.7%) of the CatWISE AGNs. Matching
the DES counterpart coordinates onto specObj table to
within 1′′ for fiber coverage, we find 8612 matches (60%).
The unmatched objects are 0.3 mag fainter in W2 than
the matched objects on average, suggesting that they are
slightly less luminous or slightly more distant (or both).
However, their mean r −W2 value, a measure of AGN
obscuration level (e.g., Yan et al. 2013), is ∼ 1.8 mag
redder than the mean of the matched sample, implying
that the unmatched objects are simply too faint at visual
wavelengths for SDSS. Indeed, while about one-third
of the full DES-matched sample has r − W2 > 6 mag
(Vega), in line with expectations from the literature for
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14,387 CatWISE AGNs in this region. For photometric
information, we cross-match these with the Dark En-
ergy Survey (DES), Data Release 1 (Abbott et al. 2018),
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Figure 3. Redshift distribution (normalized as a probability
density function) of the CatWISE AGN sample.

the prevalence of type-2 AGNs (Yan et al. 2013), 77% of
the unmatched sample have r−W2 > 6. This indicates
that the objects in our sample without SDSS spectra are
predominantly type-2 systems, an effect of the orienta-
tion of the AGN with respect to the line of sight, and so
the matched objects may be used to estimate the distri-
bution of redshifts for the full sample. We find a mean
redshift of 1.2, with 99% having z > 0.1, i.e. the Cat-
WISE AGN sample is not contaminated by low-redshift
AGNs. The redshift distribution of our sample is shown
in Figure 3.

3. METHOD

3.1. Dipole Estimator

We determine the dipole of our sample with the 3-
dimensional linear estimator:

!Dl =
3

N

N
∑

i=1

r̂i , (2)

where r̂i is the unit vector pointing to source i, and
N is the sample size. This estimator simply calcu-
lates the mean resultant length and direction of the
N unit vectors and is agnostic with regard to the
true underlying signal (e.g., Fisher et al. 1987), as op-
posed to other estimators (e.g., Blake & Wall 2002;
Bengaly et al. 2019) which explicitly seek a dipolar pat-
tern. However, if the signal has a dipolar form then
Equation 2 generally has a bias in both amplitude and
direction (Rubart & Schwarz 2013) induced by Poisson
noise and masking. We account for amplitude bias in
our results as well as in the estimates of their signif-
icance using Monte Carlo methods, correcting for di-
rectional bias as discussed in Appendix A. We further
confirm our results by employing the quadratic estima-
tor !Dq which does not suffer from bias and is evaluated
by minimising the quantity (e.g., Bengaly et al. 2019):

∑

p

[

np − n̄
(

1 + !Dq · r̂p
)]2

n̄
(

1 + !Dq · r̂p
) (3)

where np denotes the number of sources in sky pixel p
(r̂p being the unit vector to the pixel) and the sum is
to be taken over all unmasked pixels (in which n is the
average number of sources). Due to significantly higher
computational expense for the quadratic estimator, we
run simulations only with the linear estimator.

3.2. Mock data and statistical significance

We generate mock samples ofNinit vectors drawn from
a statistically isotropic distribution, whose directions are
subsequently modified by special relativistic aberration
according to an observer boosted with velocity !β. Each
sample is then masked with the same mask that was ap-
plied to the data (Figure 2). In order to respect the ex-
act distribution of flux values and spectral indices in the
data, we assign to each simulated source a flux density
Sν and a spectral index α drawn at random from their
empirical distributions before applying the flux density
cut (Figure 1). The sampled fluxes are now modulated
depending on source position, velocity !β, and α. Lastly,
only sources with Sν > Sν,cut are retained, and the num-
ber of remaining sources is finally reduced to that of the
true sample, N , through random selection.
Under the null hypothesis that the measured dipole !Dl

is a consequence of our motion with respect to a frame
shared by both quasars and the CMB, we generate a
set of mock skies according to the above recipe. For
each random choice we record !Dsim

l , and correct for its
directional bias using Equations A3 and A4. The frac-
tion of mock skies with amplitude | !Dl| larger than our
empirical sample, and with angular distance from the
CMB dipole closer than our sample, gives the p-value
with which the null hypothesis is rejected. Note that
the effect on our results of the distributions of flux and
spectral index (Figure 1) is automatically included via
the bootstrap approach employed for our simulations.

4. RESULTS

Our sample of 1,314,428 quasars exhibits a dipole
with amplitude: Dl = 0.0173. Correcting for the di-
rectional bias induced by the mask employed, we find
that it points in the direction: (l, b) = (234.◦1, 29.◦2).
This is 29.◦8 from the direction of the CMB dipole
(l, b = 264.◦021, 48.◦253; Planck Collaboration et al.
2018). However, when the expected dipole is simu-
lated assuming the kinematic interpretation of the CMB
dipole, only 4 out of 40,000 such simulations give !Dsim

l

with an amplitude larger than the observed value (left
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Figure 4. Left panel: Observed dipole amplitude Dl (solid vertical line) in the CatWISE AGN sample, versus the expectation
assuming the kinematic interpretation of the CMB dipole; the distribution of Dsim

l from the simulations (Section 3.2) is shown
along with its median value (dashed vertical line). Right panel: Dipole direction of the CatWISE AGN sample in Galactic
coordinates using the bias-corrected linear estimator !Dl (circle) and the unbiased quadratic estimator !Dq (triangle); the shaded
area indicates the model-dependent 95% confidence level simulated using the velocity from the quadratic estimator.

panel, Figure 4) and within 29.◦8 of the CMB dipole di-
rection as for our sample. We can therefore reject the
null hypothesis with a p-value of 10−4 corresponding to
a significance of 3.9σ.
If we assume that the anomalous quasar dipole is still

of kinematic origin, albeit with a velocity different from
that inferred from the CMB, we can estimate its di-
rectional uncertainty. To avoid bias, we first compute
the dipole with the quadratic estimator Dq, which gives
Dq = 0.01629 towards (l, b) = (234.◦0, 27.◦4). The corre-
sponding velocity from Equation 1, with (median) α =
1.17 and index x = 1.7 at the flux density cut, is
v = 861 km s−1. A set of 15,000 simulations with this
input velocity is then performed to find the directional
uncertainty. The right panel of Figure 4 shows this as a
patch around the (consistent) dipole direction obtained
with both estimators.

5. DISCUSSION

The CatWISE AGN sample exhibits an anomalous
dipole, oriented similarly to the CMB dipole but over
twice as large. Whereas a “clustering dipole” is ex-
pected from correlations in the spatial distribution of
the sources, this can be estimated knowing their auto-
correlation function (or power spectrum) and distribu-
tion in redshift (see Appendix B). It is smaller by a fac-
tor of ∼ 60 than the dipole we observe in these higher
redshift quasars.
The unique statistical power of our study has allowed

us to confirm the anomalously large matter dipole sug-
gested in previous work, which used objects selected at
a different wavelength (radio), using surveys completely
independent of WISE, viz. NVSS, WENNS, SUMMS,
and TGSS. The ecliptic scanning pattern of WISE has
no relationship with the CMB dipole, so there is no rea-

son to suspect that the dipole we measure in the Cat-
WISE AGN catalog is an artifact of the survey.
After Ellis & Baldwin (1984) proposed this important

observational test of the cosmological principle, agree-
ment was initially claimed between the dipole anisotropy
of the CMB and that of radio sources (Blake & Wall
2002). If the rest frame of distant AGNs is indeed that
of the CMB, it would support the consensus that there
exists a cosmological standard of rest, related to quanti-
ties measured in our heliocentric frame via a local special
relativistic boost. This underpins modern cosmology:
for example, the observed redshifts of Type Ia super-
novae are routinely transformed to the “CMB frame”.
From this it is deduced that the Hubble expansion rate
is accelerating (isotropically), indicating dominance of a
cosmological constant, and this has led to today’s con-
cordance ΛCDM model. If the purely kinematic inter-
pretation of the CMB dipole that underpins the above
procedure is in fact suspect, then so are the important
conclusions that follow from adopting it. In fact, as
observed in our heliocentric frame, the inferred acceler-
ation is essentially a dipole aligned approximately with
the local bulk flow of galaxies and towards the CMB
dipole (Colin et al. 2019), so cannot be due to a cosmo-
logical constant.
If it is established that the distribution of distant mat-

ter in the large-scale universe does not share the same
reference frame as the CMB, then it will become im-
perative to ask whether the differential expansion of
space produced by nearby nonlinear structures of voids
and walls and filaments can indeed be reduced to just
a local boost (Wiltshire et al. 2013). Alternatively the
CMB dipole may need to be interpreted in terms of new
physics, e.g. as a remnant of the pre-inflationary uni-
verse (Turner 1991). Gunn (1988) had noted that this

The Quasar Dipole 5

Figure 4. Left panel: Observed dipole amplitude Dl (solid vertical line) in the CatWISE AGN sample, versus the expectation
assuming the kinematic interpretation of the CMB dipole; the distribution of Dsim

l from the simulations (Section 3.2) is shown
along with its median value (dashed vertical line). Right panel: Dipole direction of the CatWISE AGN sample in Galactic
coordinates using the bias-corrected linear estimator !Dl (circle) and the unbiased quadratic estimator !Dq (triangle); the shaded
area indicates the model-dependent 95% confidence level simulated using the velocity from the quadratic estimator.

panel, Figure 4) and within 29.◦8 of the CMB dipole di-
rection as for our sample. We can therefore reject the
null hypothesis with a p-value of 10−4 corresponding to
a significance of 3.9σ.
If we assume that the anomalous quasar dipole is still

of kinematic origin, albeit with a velocity different from
that inferred from the CMB, we can estimate its di-
rectional uncertainty. To avoid bias, we first compute
the dipole with the quadratic estimator Dq, which gives
Dq = 0.01629 towards (l, b) = (234.◦0, 27.◦4). The corre-
sponding velocity from Equation 1, with (median) α =
1.17 and index x = 1.7 at the flux density cut, is
v = 861 km s−1. A set of 15,000 simulations with this
input velocity is then performed to find the directional
uncertainty. The right panel of Figure 4 shows this as a
patch around the (consistent) dipole direction obtained
with both estimators.

5. DISCUSSION

The CatWISE AGN sample exhibits an anomalous
dipole, oriented similarly to the CMB dipole but over
twice as large. Whereas a “clustering dipole” is ex-
pected from correlations in the spatial distribution of
the sources, this can be estimated knowing their auto-
correlation function (or power spectrum) and distribu-
tion in redshift (see Appendix B). It is smaller by a fac-
tor of ∼ 60 than the dipole we observe in these higher
redshift quasars.
The unique statistical power of our study has allowed

us to confirm the anomalously large matter dipole sug-
gested in previous work, which used objects selected at
a different wavelength (radio), using surveys completely
independent of WISE, viz. NVSS, WENNS, SUMMS,
and TGSS. The ecliptic scanning pattern of WISE has
no relationship with the CMB dipole, so there is no rea-

son to suspect that the dipole we measure in the Cat-
WISE AGN catalog is an artifact of the survey.
After Ellis & Baldwin (1984) proposed this important

observational test of the cosmological principle, agree-
ment was initially claimed between the dipole anisotropy
of the CMB and that of radio sources (Blake & Wall
2002). If the rest frame of distant AGNs is indeed that
of the CMB, it would support the consensus that there
exists a cosmological standard of rest, related to quanti-
ties measured in our heliocentric frame via a local special
relativistic boost. This underpins modern cosmology:
for example, the observed redshifts of Type Ia super-
novae are routinely transformed to the “CMB frame”.
From this it is deduced that the Hubble expansion rate
is accelerating (isotropically), indicating dominance of a
cosmological constant, and this has led to today’s con-
cordance ΛCDM model. If the purely kinematic inter-
pretation of the CMB dipole that underpins the above
procedure is in fact suspect, then so are the important
conclusions that follow from adopting it. In fact, as
observed in our heliocentric frame, the inferred acceler-
ation is essentially a dipole aligned approximately with
the local bulk flow of galaxies and towards the CMB
dipole (Colin et al. 2019), so cannot be due to a cosmo-
logical constant.
If it is established that the distribution of distant mat-

ter in the large-scale universe does not share the same
reference frame as the CMB, then it will become im-
perative to ask whether the differential expansion of
space produced by nearby nonlinear structures of voids
and walls and filaments can indeed be reduced to just
a local boost (Wiltshire et al. 2013). Alternatively the
CMB dipole may need to be interpreted in terms of new
physics, e.g. as a remnant of the pre-inflationary uni-
verse (Turner 1991). Gunn (1988) had noted that this

p = 10#$ (3.9 %)

Obtained by scrambling the data itself, 
frequentist null hypothesis testing,
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Fig. 4.— Velocity of the Local Group in progressively larger rest
frames,VLG: The observed amplitude and direction of the CMB
dipole motion are shown by the horizontal cyan band in the lower
panel and the solid cyan large square in the top panel, respectively.
The lower panel shows the amplitude of the velocity of the Local
Group in successively larger rest frames as the velocity field of
2MRS is reconstructed at increasing radii. Incompleteness is illus-
trated by the black error bar on data points beyond 120h−1 Mpc in
the bottom panel. The top panel shows how the direction changes
as the radius increases. The red curves in the bottom panel indi-
cate the prediction of growth of the velocity of the Local Group
for a WMAP5 cosmology. The solid curve gives the expectation of
the reconstructed velocity for a survey whose radius is indicated
by the X axis. The two dashed curve indicates the 1σ fluctuation
relative to the expectation given by the model. To compute these
curves, we used the WMAP5 parameters: the density of cold dark
matter Ωc = 0.212, the density of baryons Ωb = 0.044, h = 0.719,
σ8 = 0.77 and a Eisenstein & Hu (1998) power spectrum (without
baryonic wiggles).

universes whose cosmological parameters are selected by
the likelihood analysis.
We use a ΛCDM power spectrum as given by

Eisenstein & Hu (1998) but without incorporating bary-
onic wiggles. We have checked that introducing wig-
gles does not change the prediction much though the
introduction of baryons does decrease the expectation
of the reconstructed Local Group velocity for distances
!60h−1 Mpc. This behavior is expected as baryons tend
to suppress density fluctuations below the sound hori-
zon while they are linked to photons by the mean of
the Compton effect. The size of the horizon at the mo-
ment when baryons separate from photons is typically
∼ 45h−1 Mpc (Eisenstein & Hu 1998), which is the same
scale at which we observe a change due to the introduc-
tion of baryons. In the presence of baryons the density
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Fig. 5.— Misalignment angle of the reconstructed Local Group
velocity – We have plotted here the misalignment angle between the
reconstructed Local Group velocity and the direction indicated by
the CMB dipole. The symbols and colors that are used here are
the same as in Fig. 4. The red curve represents the 95% probability
limit of the misalignment for a ΛCDM universe whose parameters
have been chosen as estimated by WMAP5. The horizontal black
thick line gives the expected misalignment, at 95% of probability,
between the reconstructed velocity and the observed motion of the
Local Group. It has been estimated by applying the reconstruction
to one ΛCDM simulation.

field has less power on smaller scales, so it is more dif-
ficult for the Local Group to acquire its velocity using
only small scale fluctuations. Fully computing the ex-
pected value of the Local Group velocity for a given sur-
vey depth, we indeed observe that it decreases by 5-15%
when we take into account baryons in the power spec-
trum.
Now, we may also consider the effect of changing σ8.

Its principal effect is to change the amount of fluctua-
tion of the velocity field around its expected value. A
growth of convergence that is slow and regular corre-
sponds most likely to a low local σ8, whereas a growth
with a lot of independent fluctuations favors a high σ8.
Its impact on the expectation of the amplitude of the
velocity field is more complicated. Indeed, cosmologies
with high σ8 tends to have stronger fluctuations relative
to the expected velocity, which yields an higher expected
amplitude. Thus higher σ8 should increase slightly the
expectation of the amplitude. This means that even if
we use only the evolution of the amplitude of the Lo-
cal Group we should be sensitive to σ8, though more
marginally than on the shape of the power spectrum
Ωmh. The impact of σ8 is however dominant concern-
ing the fluctuations of the direction of the velocity of the
Local Group. Only universes with a high σ8 allow this
direction to depart significantly from the one given by
the CMB dipole at scales larger than 60h−1 Mpc as we
will see in the section 6.1.
Ωm represents the true dynamical content of the uni-

verse. For a given realization of density fluctuations, the
dynamics is faster for a high Ωm than for a low Ωm. Thus

270 J. Colin et al.

Figure 6. The top panel shows the dipole from the maximum likelihood
analysis in the redshift band 0.015< z< 0.025 (61 SNe Ia). The best-fitting
point is at (b = 16◦, ! = 271◦) for Vbulk = 250 km s−1 and the red and
green contours are the 1σ and 2σ confidence regions. The large blue spot
is the direction of CMB dipole (b = 30◦ ± 2, ! = 276◦ ± 3). The larger
yellow spot, close to the CMB direction, is the best-fitting direction from
the residuals analysis and the smaller black spot is the best-fitting direction
from the maximum likelihood analysis (the magnitude of the dipole was
given in Fig. 8). The bottom panel shows the dipole for the redshift range
0.015 < z < 0.035 (109 SNe Ia). The blue spot is the CMB dipole and the
black spot at b = 21◦, ! = 287◦ is the best fit from the likelihood analysis
for Vbulk = 260 km s−1, while the red and green patches are the 1σ and 2σ
confidence regions.

we cannot single out #CDM as the preferred model of the Uni-
verse. The data become rather sparse at high redshift and the error
in distance measures increases, so the data may also agree with
alternative anisotropic models.
At low redshift, our results are rather robust and we find a bulk

flowof about 260 km s−1 in the direction of the Shapley supercluster.
We show that the Union 2 data provide the first evidence of the infall
on to Shapley; SNe Ia which are falling away from us and towards
Shapley are statistically dimmer than those which lie beyond this
supercluster and are falling towards us. We see no indication of the
decay of the bulk flow after Shapley which suggests that the scale of
anisotropy of our local Universe is bigger than is usually assumed
and extends beyond z ∼ 0.1.
Our analysis and results are important for the study of the expan-

sion history of the Universe and the properties of dark energy. In all
SNe Ia compilations, an uncertainty of 300–500 km s−1 is assumed
for each data point to allow for bias introduced by random pecu-
liar velocities. However when there is a coherent motion of SNe Ia
towards a specific direction, this bias cannot be removed by just
increasing the size of the error bar (i.e. assuming the peculiar veloc-
ities to be random). We will present in future work the effect of this
systematic motion of SNe Ia at low redshifts on the reconstruction
of the expansion history of the Universe and estimation of cosmo-

Figure 7. The top panel is for the range 0.015 < z < 0.045 (127 SNe Ia)
and the bottom panel is for 0.015 < z < 0.06 (142 SNe Ia). The blue spot is
the CMB dipole (b = 30◦ ± 2, ! = 276◦ ± 3) and the black spots are the
best fit from the likelihood analysis at (b = 15◦, ! = 291◦) for Vbulk =
270 km s−1 for the top panel and at (b = 8◦, ! = 298◦) for Vbulk =
260 km s−1 for the bottom panel, while the red and green patches are the 1σ
and 2σ confidence regions.

Figure 8. The bulk flow as a function of redshift from the likelihood anal-
ysis. We see that a fast flow with Vbulk = 260 km s−1 persists up to at least
z= 0.06 and systematically exceeds the peculiar velocity expected in#CDM
(blue line) normalized to WMAP-5 parameters (Watkins et al. 2009).

logical parameters like q(z), w(z) or ‘Om’(z) (Sahni, Shafieloo &
Starobinsky 2008; Shafieloo, Sahni & Starobinsky 2009).
We also note the interesting observation by Tsagas (2010) that

observers with peculiar velocities have local expansion rates which
are appreciably different from the smooth Hubble flow, so can ex-
perience apparently accelerated expansion when the Universe is
actually decelerating. Thus, whether dark energy really needs to be
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Figure 1. The bulk flow amplitude as a function of scale. The 6dFGSv bulk flow measurement
is indicated in red at the radius of a sphere having the same volume as the hemispherical
6dFGSv survey. The predicted rms bulk flow in a flat ΛCDM model (Ωm = 0.274, h = 0.704
and σ8 = 0.811) is shown as the solid (dashed) black line for a top-hat (Gaussian) window
function. The light blue and green shadings around these lines are the 90% range of scatter
from cosmic variance. Bulk flow measurements from recent studies, coloured according to the
most appropriate window function (blue for top-hat, green for Gaussian), are shown for Nusser
et al. (2011, N11), Watkins et al. (2009, COMPOSITE), Turnbull et al. (2012, A1), Colin et al.
(2011, C11), Dai et al. (2011, D11) and Planck Collaboration (2013, Planck13) and also the
Local Group motion with respect to the CMB (Kogut et al., 1993).
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Abstract. While recent years have seen rapid growth in the number of galaxy peculiar veloc-
ity measurements, disagreements remain about the extent to which the peculiar velocity field
- a tracer of the large-scale distribution of mass - agrees with both ΛCDM expectations and
with velocity field models derived from redshift surveys. The 6dF Galaxy Survey includes pe-
culiar velocities for nearly 9 000 early-type galaxies (6dFGSv), making it the largest and most
homogeneous galaxy peculiar velocity sample to date. We have used the 6dFGS velocity field
to determine the amplitude and scale of large-scale cosmic flows in the local universe and test
standard cosmological models. We also compare the galaxy density and peculiar velocity fields
to establish the distribution of dark and luminous matter and better constrain key cosmological
parameters such as the redshift-space distortion parameter.

Keywords. galaxies: distances and redshifts, cosmology: observations - distance scale - large-
scale structure of universe

1. Introduction
Peculiar velocities are a direct, unbiased tracer of the underlying distribution of mass in

the universe that are regulated by the scale and amplitude of fluctuations in the density
field. The peculiar velocity field is therefore a powerful cosmological probe that can pro-
vide independent constraints on the parameters defining models of large-scale structure
formation. It is sensitive to mass fluctuations on the largest scales, up to ∼100 h−1 Mpc,
and remains the only such probe in the low-redshift universe.

The dipole moment of the peculiar velocity field, also known as the bulk flow, is a
measure of the large-scale, coherent motion of matter. The most recent peculiar velocity
studies consist of samples containing a large number of measurements (on the order
of 5000) to reach a consensus in the scale of these flows and also establish whether
they are consistent with the predictions of ΛCDM. When averaged over a large enough
volume, cosmological models predict that the bulk flow should approach the Hubble
flow, commonly measured as a convergence to the rest frame of the cosmic microwave
background (CMB). Whilst there is growing consensus in the direction of the bulk flow
found by multiple studies, inconsistencies in the observed amplitude and scale still remain.

The distortion of the galaxy distribution in redshift-space by the peculiar velocity field
can be characterized by the linear redshift distortion parameter, β. The form of this
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Figure 9. Volume-weighted mean of predicted velocity field for
Gaussian window of increasing scale centered on the Local Group.
The inferred values from 2M++ with and without the residual bulk
flow are shown by the dashed grey line with 68% uncertainties
in blue hatch, and a dashed black line, with uncertainties in solid
green, respectively. The predicted root-mean-square velocity for a
⇤CDM WMAP9 cosmology is shown as the red solid line, the cos-
mic scatter in the velocity amplitude distribution are shown as red
dot-dash lines. Bulk flows in Gaussian-weighted spheres of radius
40 h�1Mpc and 50 h�1Mpc are shown for the results of Hong
et al. (2014, 2MTF), Turnbull et al. (2012, THF) and Watkins et al.
(2009, WFH) . The LG motion is also shown, plotted at a radius of
3 h�1Mpc.

5.3.3 The residual bulk flow

We find that the amplitudes and directions of Vext fit to each
of the SFI++ and A1 SNe datasets separately are consistent
with one another. Furthermore, comparing A1 with PSCz (of
comparable depth to 2M++), Turnbull et al. (2012) found a
residual flow of Vx = 144 ± 44 km s�1, Vy = �38 ± 51
km s�1, Vz = 20 ± 35 km s�1, in reasonable agreement
with the values found here of Vx = 89 ± 21 km s�1, Vy =
�131±23 km s�1, Vz = 17±26 km s�1. This suggests that
the residual bulk flow is not an artifact of either the analysis
or redshift-catalogue and is sourced by structures outside the
2M++ and PSCz volumes.

We can also use the 2M++ density field to predict the
BF and compare this to the BF expected in a ⇤CDM uni-
verse in Figure 9. We have plotted this comparison for the
Gaussian-weighted mean of the 2M++ velocity field. It is
apparent from this figure that the resulting bulk flow from
our analysis is in agreement with that expected for a ⇤CDM
universe. Combining the cosmic variance in quadrature with
observational errors, comparison of the measured bulk flow
of a 100 h

�1Mpc Gaussian with predictions from ⇤CDM
yield a �

2 of 1.4 for 3 degrees of freedom; clearly the mea-
sured value agrees well with the predicted value from the
standard cosmological model.

5.3.4 A large-scale underdensity?

There have been recent claims that the Local Universe
(⇠150–200 h

�1Mpc) is under-dense (Whitbourn & Shanks
2013, Keenan et al. 2013). Such a phenomenon might ac-
count for the discrepancy between the larger value for the

Hubble parameter when measured locally (z ⇡ 0) and that
obtained from studies of the CMB temperature anisotropies.

Although the majority of 2M++ lies within the sug-
gested underdensity, we have nonetheless explored the
possibility of a under-dense volume within 2M++. The
luminosity-weighted density contrast of 2M++ in shells is
shown in Figure 10. We have not observed any global sys-
tematic rise in density towards the periphery of the survey.

To compare our results with others in more detail, note
that Whitbourn & Shanks (2013) use redshift data from
three large regions: 6dF-SGC, 6dF-NGC & SDSS-NGC.
Within z < 0.05, they quote mean density contrast of
�̄g = �0.40 ± 0.05, 0.04 ± 0.10 and �0.14 ± 0.05, re-
spectively. For the same z < 0.05 volumes, we find den-
sity contrasts of �̄⇤ = �0.17, 0.01 and 0.03 respectively,
where the density is normalized with respect to the mean
density within 200 h

�1Mpc (z ⇠ 0.067). Boehringer et al.
(2014) studied the large-scale densities of X-ray clusters. For
the 6dF-SGC and 6dF-NGC regions, they find mean cluster

density contrast of �̄cl = �0.55 ± 0.10 and 0.02 ± 0.17
within z < 0.05. However, as they point out, galaxy clus-
ters are highly biased (bcl ⇠ 2.7) and so the corresponding
mean matter density contrasts are �̄m = �0.20 ± 0.04 and
0.01 ± 0.06. These latter numbers are in good agreement
with our nearly-unbiased galaxy luminosity results. We con-
clude that, while the 6dF-SGC region may be mildly under-
dense within z ⇠< 0.05, there is no evidence for a large-scale
void.

5.3.5 Prospects for the future

There are several upcoming peculiar velocity surveys which
should dramatically improve the constraints on both �

⇤ and
f�8. Among these is the survey dubbed “Transforming As-
tronomical Imaging surveys through Polychromatic Anal-
ysis of Nebulae” (TAIPAN). Using the UK Schmidt tele-
scope, it is estimated that TAIPAN will acquire ⇠45,000
Fundamental-Plane velocity measurements out to a redshift
of 0.2 (Koda et al. 2013). The next generation of Tully-
Fisher (TF) peculiar velocity surveys include the Wide-
field ASKAP L-band Legacy All-sky Blind surveY (WAL-
LABY, Koribalski & Staveley-Smith 2009), and the West-
erbork Northern Sky HI Survey (WNSHS)1. An HI sur-
vey acquired using the Australian Square Kilometer Ar-
ray Pathfinder (ASKAP), WALLABY is planned to cover
3⇡ steradian of sky. Its Northern Hemisphere counterpart,
WNSHS, is planned to cover remaining ⇡ steradian of the
sky using the Westerbork Synthesis Radio. It is estimated
that these surveys will obtain a total of ⇠32,000 velocity
measurements, and along with TAIPAN will not only en-
able k-dependent measurements of f�8 but will improve
constraints on this parameter combination at low-redshift
(z 6 0.05) to within 3% (Koda et al. 2013). Clearly con-
straints on cosmology through peculiar velocities has a very
promising future.

1 http://www.astron.nl/⇠jozsa/wnshs/
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“We find that an external bulk flow is preferred at the 5.1σ 
level, and the best fit has a velocity of 159 ± 23  km s− 1 towards 
l = 304° ± 11°, b = 6° ± 13°” [beyond 300 Mpc radius]



The tilted Friedmann Universe
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drops below 1 and the observer ‘measures’ negative deceleration parameter 
in one direction of the sky - – i.e. towards the CMB dipole

The patch A has mean peculiar velocity    with                                 and                 
(the sign depending on whether the bulk flow is accelerating or decelerating)
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<latexit sha1_base64="wjgQabat/hcO8S4PXdc8E+IhvR4=">AAACFHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiAIQpgRQS9CUA8eI5goZGKo6VSSJj0L3TWBMOQjvPgrXjwo4tWDN//GznJwe1DweK+KqnpBoqQh1/10cnPzC4tL+eXCyura+kZxc6tu4lQLrIlYxfo2AINKRlgjSQpvE40QBgpvgv752L8ZoDYyjq5pmGAzhG4kO1IAWalVPPAHoKmHBKc+SdXGzNchvxjdwaAF3O+SVmgMd32/UGgVS27ZnYD/Jd6MlNgM1Vbxw2/HIg0xIqHAmIbnJtTM7EIpFI4KfmowAdGHLjYsjSBE08wmT434nlXavBNrWxHxifp9IoPQmGEY2M4QqGd+e2PxP6+RUuekmckoSQkjMV3USRWnmI8T4m2pUZAaWgJCS3srFz3QIMjmOA7B+/3yX1I/LHtu2bs6KlXOZnHk2Q7bZfvMY8eswi5ZldWYYPfskT2zF+fBeXJenbdpa86ZzWyzH3DevwCz3J3n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wjgQabat/hcO8S4PXdc8E+IhvR4=">AAACFHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiAIQpgRQS9CUA8eI5goZGKo6VSSJj0L3TWBMOQjvPgrXjwo4tWDN//GznJwe1DweK+KqnpBoqQh1/10cnPzC4tL+eXCyura+kZxc6tu4lQLrIlYxfo2AINKRlgjSQpvE40QBgpvgv752L8ZoDYyjq5pmGAzhG4kO1IAWalVPPAHoKmHBKc+SdXGzNchvxjdwaAF3O+SVmgMd32/UGgVS27ZnYD/Jd6MlNgM1Vbxw2/HIg0xIqHAmIbnJtTM7EIpFI4KfmowAdGHLjYsjSBE08wmT434nlXavBNrWxHxifp9IoPQmGEY2M4QqGd+e2PxP6+RUuekmckoSQkjMV3USRWnmI8T4m2pUZAaWgJCS3srFz3QIMjmOA7B+/3yX1I/LHtu2bs6KlXOZnHk2Q7bZfvMY8eswi5ZldWYYPfskT2zF+fBeXJenbdpa86ZzWyzH3DevwCz3J3n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wjgQabat/hcO8S4PXdc8E+IhvR4=">AAACFHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiAIQpgRQS9CUA8eI5goZGKo6VSSJj0L3TWBMOQjvPgrXjwo4tWDN//GznJwe1DweK+KqnpBoqQh1/10cnPzC4tL+eXCyura+kZxc6tu4lQLrIlYxfo2AINKRlgjSQpvE40QBgpvgv752L8ZoDYyjq5pmGAzhG4kO1IAWalVPPAHoKmHBKc+SdXGzNchvxjdwaAF3O+SVmgMd32/UGgVS27ZnYD/Jd6MlNgM1Vbxw2/HIg0xIqHAmIbnJtTM7EIpFI4KfmowAdGHLjYsjSBE08wmT434nlXavBNrWxHxifp9IoPQmGEY2M4QqGd+e2PxP6+RUuekmckoSQkjMV3USRWnmI8T4m2pUZAaWgJCS3srFz3QIMjmOA7B+/3yX1I/LHtu2bs6KlXOZnHk2Q7bZfvMY8eswi5ZldWYYPfskT2zF+fBeXJenbdpa86ZzWyzH3DevwCz3J3n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EnYH2/LS3ZaSUu2mE6K5snWn5H0=">AAACCXicbZDNSgMxFIXv+G+tWt26CYogCGXGjW4EQRcuFawtdGq5k962wcwPyZ1CGfoQbnwVNy4U8QXc+TamtQutHgh8nJNwc0+UaWXZ9z+9ufmFxaXlldXSWnl9Y7OyVb61aW4k1WSqU9OI0JJWCdVYsaZGZgjjSFM9uj8f5/UBGavS5IaHGbVi7CWqqySys9qVw3CAhvvEeBqy0h0qQhOLi9EdDtoowh4bTdYKPwxLpXZlz6/6E4m/EExhD6a6alc+wk4q85gSlhqtbQZ+xq3CDVRS06gU5pYylPfYo6bDBGOyrWKy1EjsO6cjuqlxJ2ExcX++KDC2dhhH7maM3Lez2dj8L2vm3D1pFSrJcqZEfg/q5lpwKsYNiY4yJFkPHaA0yv1VyD4alOx6HJcQzK78F26PqoFfDa59WIEd2IUDCOAYzuASrqAGEh7gCV7g1Xv0nr2377rmvGlv2/BL3vsX7PacaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EnYH2/LS3ZaSUu2mE6K5snWn5H0=">AAACCXicbZDNSgMxFIXv+G+tWt26CYogCGXGjW4EQRcuFawtdGq5k962wcwPyZ1CGfoQbnwVNy4U8QXc+TamtQutHgh8nJNwc0+UaWXZ9z+9ufmFxaXlldXSWnl9Y7OyVb61aW4k1WSqU9OI0JJWCdVYsaZGZgjjSFM9uj8f5/UBGavS5IaHGbVi7CWqqySys9qVw3CAhvvEeBqy0h0qQhOLi9EdDtoowh4bTdYKPwxLpXZlz6/6E4m/EExhD6a6alc+wk4q85gSlhqtbQZ+xq3CDVRS06gU5pYylPfYo6bDBGOyrWKy1EjsO6cjuqlxJ2ExcX++KDC2dhhH7maM3Lez2dj8L2vm3D1pFSrJcqZEfg/q5lpwKsYNiY4yJFkPHaA0yv1VyD4alOx6HJcQzK78F26PqoFfDa59WIEd2IUDCOAYzuASrqAGEh7gCV7g1Xv0nr2377rmvGlv2/BL3vsX7PacaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JifmDsSSy9utzO00kMsBdDOftkA=">AAACFHicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/h1ammzGARBCHc22giiFpYRTBRyZ5jbTJIlex/szgXCkR9h41+xsVDE1sLOf+MmptDog4HHezPMzIsyJQ153qczMzs3v7C4tFxaWV1b33A3t+omzbXAmkhVqm8jMKhkgjWSpPA20whxpPAm6p2P/Js+aiPT5JoGGYYxdBLZlgLISk33IOiDpi4SnAQkVQuLQMf8YngH/SbwoENaoTHcC4JSqemWvYo3Bv9L/AkpswmqTfcjaKUijzEhocCYhu9lFBZ2oRQKh6UgN5iB6EEHG5YmEKMJi/FTQ75nlRZvp9pWQnys/pwoIDZmEEe2MwbqmmlvJP7nNXJqH4eFTLKcMBHfi9q54pTyUUK8JTUKUgNLQGhpb+WiCxoE2RxHIfjTL/8l9cOK71X8K698ejaJY4ntsF22z3x2xE7ZJauyGhPsnj2yZ/biPDhPzqvz9t0640xmttkvOO9fspyd4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wjgQabat/hcO8S4PXdc8E+IhvR4=">AAACFHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiAIQpgRQS9CUA8eI5goZGKo6VSSJj0L3TWBMOQjvPgrXjwo4tWDN//GznJwe1DweK+KqnpBoqQh1/10cnPzC4tL+eXCyura+kZxc6tu4lQLrIlYxfo2AINKRlgjSQpvE40QBgpvgv752L8ZoDYyjq5pmGAzhG4kO1IAWalVPPAHoKmHBKc+SdXGzNchvxjdwaAF3O+SVmgMd32/UGgVS27ZnYD/Jd6MlNgM1Vbxw2/HIg0xIqHAmIbnJtTM7EIpFI4KfmowAdGHLjYsjSBE08wmT434nlXavBNrWxHxifp9IoPQmGEY2M4QqGd+e2PxP6+RUuekmckoSQkjMV3USRWnmI8T4m2pUZAaWgJCS3srFz3QIMjmOA7B+/3yX1I/LHtu2bs6KlXOZnHk2Q7bZfvMY8eswi5ZldWYYPfskT2zF+fBeXJenbdpa86ZzWyzH3DevwCz3J3n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wjgQabat/hcO8S4PXdc8E+IhvR4=">AAACFHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiAIQpgRQS9CUA8eI5goZGKo6VSSJj0L3TWBMOQjvPgrXjwo4tWDN//GznJwe1DweK+KqnpBoqQh1/10cnPzC4tL+eXCyura+kZxc6tu4lQLrIlYxfo2AINKRlgjSQpvE40QBgpvgv752L8ZoDYyjq5pmGAzhG4kO1IAWalVPPAHoKmHBKc+SdXGzNchvxjdwaAF3O+SVmgMd32/UGgVS27ZnYD/Jd6MlNgM1Vbxw2/HIg0xIqHAmIbnJtTM7EIpFI4KfmowAdGHLjYsjSBE08wmT434nlXavBNrWxHxifp9IoPQmGEY2M4QqGd+e2PxP6+RUuekmckoSQkjMV3USRWnmI8T4m2pUZAaWgJCS3srFz3QIMjmOA7B+/3yX1I/LHtu2bs6KlXOZnHk2Q7bZfvMY8eswi5ZldWYYPfskT2zF+fBeXJenbdpa86ZzWyzH3DevwCz3J3n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wjgQabat/hcO8S4PXdc8E+IhvR4=">AAACFHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiAIQpgRQS9CUA8eI5goZGKo6VSSJj0L3TWBMOQjvPgrXjwo4tWDN//GznJwe1DweK+KqnpBoqQh1/10cnPzC4tL+eXCyura+kZxc6tu4lQLrIlYxfo2AINKRlgjSQpvE40QBgpvgv752L8ZoDYyjq5pmGAzhG4kO1IAWalVPPAHoKmHBKc+SdXGzNchvxjdwaAF3O+SVmgMd32/UGgVS27ZnYD/Jd6MlNgM1Vbxw2/HIg0xIqHAmIbnJtTM7EIpFI4KfmowAdGHLjYsjSBE08wmT434nlXavBNrWxHxifp9IoPQmGEY2M4QqGd+e2PxP6+RUuekmckoSQkjMV3USRWnmI8T4m2pUZAaWgJCS3srFz3QIMjmOA7B+/3yX1I/LHtu2bs6KlXOZnHk2Q7bZfvMY8eswi5ZldWYYPfskT2zF+fBeXJenbdpa86ZzWyzH3DevwCz3J3n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wjgQabat/hcO8S4PXdc8E+IhvR4=">AAACFHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiAIQpgRQS9CUA8eI5goZGKo6VSSJj0L3TWBMOQjvPgrXjwo4tWDN//GznJwe1DweK+KqnpBoqQh1/10cnPzC4tL+eXCyura+kZxc6tu4lQLrIlYxfo2AINKRlgjSQpvE40QBgpvgv752L8ZoDYyjq5pmGAzhG4kO1IAWalVPPAHoKmHBKc+SdXGzNchvxjdwaAF3O+SVmgMd32/UGgVS27ZnYD/Jd6MlNgM1Vbxw2/HIg0xIqHAmIbnJtTM7EIpFI4KfmowAdGHLjYsjSBE08wmT434nlXavBNrWxHxifp9IoPQmGEY2M4QqGd+e2PxP6+RUuekmckoSQkjMV3USRWnmI8T4m2pUZAaWgJCS3srFz3QIMjmOA7B+/3yX1I/LHtu2bs6KlXOZnHk2Q7bZfvMY8eswi5ZldWYYPfskT2zF+fBeXJenbdpa86ZzWyzH3DevwCz3J3n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wjgQabat/hcO8S4PXdc8E+IhvR4=">AAACFHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiAIQpgRQS9CUA8eI5goZGKo6VSSJj0L3TWBMOQjvPgrXjwo4tWDN//GznJwe1DweK+KqnpBoqQh1/10cnPzC4tL+eXCyura+kZxc6tu4lQLrIlYxfo2AINKRlgjSQpvE40QBgpvgv752L8ZoDYyjq5pmGAzhG4kO1IAWalVPPAHoKmHBKc+SdXGzNchvxjdwaAF3O+SVmgMd32/UGgVS27ZnYD/Jd6MlNgM1Vbxw2/HIg0xIqHAmIbnJtTM7EIpFI4KfmowAdGHLjYsjSBE08wmT434nlXavBNrWxHxifp9IoPQmGEY2M4QqGd+e2PxP6+RUuekmckoSQkjMV3USRWnmI8T4m2pUZAaWgJCS3srFz3QIMjmOA7B+/3yX1I/LHtu2bs6KlXOZnHk2Q7bZfvMY8eswi5ZldWYYPfskT2zF+fBeXJenbdpa86ZzWyzH3DevwCz3J3n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wjgQabat/hcO8S4PXdc8E+IhvR4=">AAACFHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiAIQpgRQS9CUA8eI5goZGKo6VSSJj0L3TWBMOQjvPgrXjwo4tWDN//GznJwe1DweK+KqnpBoqQh1/10cnPzC4tL+eXCyura+kZxc6tu4lQLrIlYxfo2AINKRlgjSQpvE40QBgpvgv752L8ZoDYyjq5pmGAzhG4kO1IAWalVPPAHoKmHBKc+SdXGzNchvxjdwaAF3O+SVmgMd32/UGgVS27ZnYD/Jd6MlNgM1Vbxw2/HIg0xIqHAmIbnJtTM7EIpFI4KfmowAdGHLjYsjSBE08wmT434nlXavBNrWxHxifp9IoPQmGEY2M4QqGd+e2PxP6+RUuekmckoSQkjMV3USRWnmI8T4m2pUZAaWgJCS3srFz3QIMjmOA7B+/3yX1I/LHtu2bs6KlXOZnHk2Q7bZfvMY8eswi5ZldWYYPfskT2zF+fBeXJenbdpa86ZzWyzH3DevwCz3J3n</latexit>

#̇ ? 0
<latexit sha1_base64="M3FU+sUrNPleOlAiJsEPE8DnJww=">AAACBnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GddX1FKEwSBYhV0RtAzaWEYwD0iWMDu5mwyZnV1m7gbCksrGX7GxUMTWb7Dzb5w8Ck08MHA45z7mnjCVwqDnfTsrq2vrG5uFLXd7Z3dvv3hwWDdJpjnUeCIT3QyZASkU1FCghGaqgcWhhEY4uJ34jSFoIxL1gKMUgpj1lIgEZ2ilTvGk3U0wbw+Zxj4gG9N2D7UEY6jnum6nWPLK3hR0mfhzUiJzVDvFLzuPZzEo5JIZ0/K9FIPcThdcwthtZwZSxgesBy1LFYvBBPn0jDE9s0qXRom2TyGdqr87chYbM4pDWxkz7JtFbyL+57UyjK6DXKg0Q1B8tijKJMWETjKhXaGBoxxZwrgW9q+U95lmHG1ykxD8xZOXSf2i7Htl//6yVLmZx1Egx+SUnBOfXJEKuSNVUiOcPJJn8krenCfnxXl3PmalK86854j8gfP5A+lymBE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M3FU+sUrNPleOlAiJsEPE8DnJww=">AAACBnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GddX1FKEwSBYhV0RtAzaWEYwD0iWMDu5mwyZnV1m7gbCksrGX7GxUMTWb7Dzb5w8Ck08MHA45z7mnjCVwqDnfTsrq2vrG5uFLXd7Z3dvv3hwWDdJpjnUeCIT3QyZASkU1FCghGaqgcWhhEY4uJ34jSFoIxL1gKMUgpj1lIgEZ2ilTvGk3U0wbw+Zxj4gG9N2D7UEY6jnum6nWPLK3hR0mfhzUiJzVDvFLzuPZzEo5JIZ0/K9FIPcThdcwthtZwZSxgesBy1LFYvBBPn0jDE9s0qXRom2TyGdqr87chYbM4pDWxkz7JtFbyL+57UyjK6DXKg0Q1B8tijKJMWETjKhXaGBoxxZwrgW9q+U95lmHG1ykxD8xZOXSf2i7Htl//6yVLmZx1Egx+SUnBOfXJEKuSNVUiOcPJJn8krenCfnxXl3PmalK86854j8gfP5A+lymBE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M3FU+sUrNPleOlAiJsEPE8DnJww=">AAACBnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GddX1FKEwSBYhV0RtAzaWEYwD0iWMDu5mwyZnV1m7gbCksrGX7GxUMTWb7Dzb5w8Ck08MHA45z7mnjCVwqDnfTsrq2vrG5uFLXd7Z3dvv3hwWDdJpjnUeCIT3QyZASkU1FCghGaqgcWhhEY4uJ34jSFoIxL1gKMUgpj1lIgEZ2ilTvGk3U0wbw+Zxj4gG9N2D7UEY6jnum6nWPLK3hR0mfhzUiJzVDvFLzuPZzEo5JIZ0/K9FIPcThdcwthtZwZSxgesBy1LFYvBBPn0jDE9s0qXRom2TyGdqr87chYbM4pDWxkz7JtFbyL+57UyjK6DXKg0Q1B8tijKJMWETjKhXaGBoxxZwrgW9q+U95lmHG1ykxD8xZOXSf2i7Htl//6yVLmZx1Egx+SUnBOfXJEKuSNVUiOcPJJn8krenCfnxXl3PmalK86854j8gfP5A+lymBE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M3FU+sUrNPleOlAiJsEPE8DnJww=">AAACBnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GddX1FKEwSBYhV0RtAzaWEYwD0iWMDu5mwyZnV1m7gbCksrGX7GxUMTWb7Dzb5w8Ck08MHA45z7mnjCVwqDnfTsrq2vrG5uFLXd7Z3dvv3hwWDdJpjnUeCIT3QyZASkU1FCghGaqgcWhhEY4uJ34jSFoIxL1gKMUgpj1lIgEZ2ilTvGk3U0wbw+Zxj4gG9N2D7UEY6jnum6nWPLK3hR0mfhzUiJzVDvFLzuPZzEo5JIZ0/K9FIPcThdcwthtZwZSxgesBy1LFYvBBPn0jDE9s0qXRom2TyGdqr87chYbM4pDWxkz7JtFbyL+57UyjK6DXKg0Q1B8tijKJMWETjKhXaGBoxxZwrgW9q+U95lmHG1ykxD8xZOXSf2i7Htl//6yVLmZx1Egx+SUnBOfXJEKuSNVUiOcPJJn8krenCfnxXl3PmalK86854j8gfP5A+lymBE=</latexit>

Inside region B, the r.h.s. of the expression

ṽa
<latexit sha1_base64="WZDapCsTc1Y7jKfVgIGkj7LXd9w=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWMF+wFNKJvNpF262YTdSaGE/g0vHhTx6p/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSAXX6DjfVmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH590dZIpBh2WiET1A6pBcAkd5CignyqgcSCgF0zuC783BaV5Ip9wloIf05HkEWcUjeR5yEUI+XQ+pLVhveE0nQXsdeKWpEFKtIf1Ly9MWBaDRCao1gPXSdHPqULOBMxrXqYhpWxCRzAwVNIYtJ8vbp7bF0YJ7ShRpiTaC/X3RE5jrWdxYDpjimO96hXif94gw+jWz7lMMwTJlouiTNiY2EUAdsgVMBQzQyhT3NxqszFVlKGJqQjBXX15nXSvmq7TdB+vG627Mo4qOSPn5JK45Ia0yANpkw5hJCXP5JW8WZn1Yr1bH8vWilXOnJI/sD5/AO4fkZg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WZDapCsTc1Y7jKfVgIGkj7LXd9w=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWMF+wFNKJvNpF262YTdSaGE/g0vHhTx6p/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSAXX6DjfVmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH590dZIpBh2WiET1A6pBcAkd5CignyqgcSCgF0zuC783BaV5Ip9wloIf05HkEWcUjeR5yEUI+XQ+pLVhveE0nQXsdeKWpEFKtIf1Ly9MWBaDRCao1gPXSdHPqULOBMxrXqYhpWxCRzAwVNIYtJ8vbp7bF0YJ7ShRpiTaC/X3RE5jrWdxYDpjimO96hXif94gw+jWz7lMMwTJlouiTNiY2EUAdsgVMBQzQyhT3NxqszFVlKGJqQjBXX15nXSvmq7TdB+vG627Mo4qOSPn5JK45Ia0yANpkw5hJCXP5JW8WZn1Yr1bH8vWilXOnJI/sD5/AO4fkZg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WZDapCsTc1Y7jKfVgIGkj7LXd9w=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWMF+wFNKJvNpF262YTdSaGE/g0vHhTx6p/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSAXX6DjfVmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH590dZIpBh2WiET1A6pBcAkd5CignyqgcSCgF0zuC783BaV5Ip9wloIf05HkEWcUjeR5yEUI+XQ+pLVhveE0nQXsdeKWpEFKtIf1Ly9MWBaDRCao1gPXSdHPqULOBMxrXqYhpWxCRzAwVNIYtJ8vbp7bF0YJ7ShRpiTaC/X3RE5jrWdxYDpjimO96hXif94gw+jWz7lMMwTJlouiTNiY2EUAdsgVMBQzQyhT3NxqszFVlKGJqQjBXX15nXSvmq7TdB+vG627Mo4qOSPn5JK45Ia0yANpkw5hJCXP5JW8WZn1Yr1bH8vWilXOnJI/sD5/AO4fkZg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WZDapCsTc1Y7jKfVgIGkj7LXd9w=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWMF+wFNKJvNpF262YTdSaGE/g0vHhTx6p/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSAXX6DjfVmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH590dZIpBh2WiET1A6pBcAkd5CignyqgcSCgF0zuC783BaV5Ip9wloIf05HkEWcUjeR5yEUI+XQ+pLVhveE0nQXsdeKWpEFKtIf1Ly9MWBaDRCao1gPXSdHPqULOBMxrXqYhpWxCRzAwVNIYtJ8vbp7bF0YJ7ShRpiTaC/X3RE5jrWdxYDpjimO96hXif94gw+jWz7lMMwTJlouiTNiY2EUAdsgVMBQzQyhT3NxqszFVlKGJqQjBXX15nXSvmq7TdB+vG627Mo4qOSPn5JK45Ia0yANpkw5hJCXP5JW8WZn1Yr1bH8vWilXOnJI/sD5/AO4fkZg=</latexit>

If we are inside a large local ‘bulk flow’.

(Tsagas 2010, 2011, 2012; Tsagas & Kadiltzoglou
2015) 

This implies that observers
experiencing locally 
accelerated expansion, as a 
result of their own drift 
motion, may also find that 
the acceleration is maximised 
in one direction and 
minimised in the opposite. 
We argue that, typically, such 
a dipole anisotropy should be 
relatively small and the axis 
should probably lie fairly 
close to the one seen in the 
spectrum of the Cosmic 
Microwave Background. 



The significance of qo being negative is  <1.4!!
Cosmic acceleration may simply be an artefact of our being located inside a ‘bulk flow’! : Non 

Copernican obserers

The dipolar component of q is larger than the monopole, and dominates out to z~0.1 "# >> "%
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Table 1. Tilted local universe, with �z set to zero, fitted to data with the constrained �2 method.

qm qd S j0 �⌦k ↵ � M0 �int

Tilted universe �0.268 �6.54 0.0297 �0.517 0.135 3.04 �19.053 0.124
No tilt (qd = 0) �0.307 0 – �0.523 0.133 3.03 �19.047 0.133

Table 2. Tilted local universe, with �z set to zero, fitted to data with the MLE.

�2 log Lmax qm qd S j0 �⌦k ↵ x1,0 �x1,0 � c0 �c0 M0 �M0

Tilted universe �208.28 �0.157 �8.03 0.0262 �0.489 0.135 0.0394 0.931 3.00 �0.0155 0.071 �19.027 0.114
No tilt (qd = 0) �189.52 �0.166 0 – �0.460 0.133 0.0396 0.931 2.99 �0.014 0.071 �19.028 0.117
No accn. (qm = 0) �205.98 0 �6.84 0.0384 �0.836 0.134 0.0365 0.931 2.99 �0.014 0.071 �19.002 0.115

Notes. The BIC for the models above is �129.00, �123.45, and �133.31, providing strong evidence for the last model.

Table 3. Tilted local universe, with �z left floating, fitted to data with the MLE.

�2 log Lmax qm qd S j0 �⌦k ↵ x1,0 �x1,0 � c0 �c0 M0 �M0 c�z [km s�1]

Tilted universe �216.90 �0.154 �6.33 0.0305 �0.497 0.134 0.0395 0.932 3.04 �0.0158 0.071 �19.022 0.106 241
No tilt (qd = 0) �203.23 �0.187 0 – �0.425 0.133 0.0398 0.932 3.05 �0.0151 0.071 �19.032 0.106 274
No accn. (qm = 0) �214.74 0 �5.60 0.0350 �0.833 0.133 0.0368 0.932 3.04 �0.0145 0.071 �19.000 0.106 243

Notes. The BIC for the models above is �131.01, �130.55, and �135.46, providing positive evidence for the last model.

Fig. 3. Monopole and dipole components of the cosmological deceler-
ation parameter (inferred from the JLA catalogue of 740 SNe Ia). The
1, 2, and 3� contours (corresponding to �2 log L/Lmax = 2.3, 6.18,
and 11.8, respectively) are shown, profiling over all other parameters.
The vertical scale for the magnitude of the dipole is compressed by ⇥10
relative to the horizontal scale for the monopole. The value of q0 for the
standard ⇤CDM model is shown as a blue star.

and its scale parameter is S = 0.0262, indicating that the impact
of the bulk flow dominates over any isotropic acceleration out to
z ⇠ 0.1. Since�BIC between the model with qd = 0 and the model
with qm = 0 is 9.86, this constitutes strong evidence against a
universe that is accelerating isotropically. In the presence of this
dipole, qm = 0 is disfavoured at only 1.4�. In other words, in a
universe in which we have theoretical reasons to expect a dipolar
modulation in the deceleration parameter in the direction of our
motion through the CMB, there is no significant evidence for a
non-zero value of its monopole component. Figure 4 shows the
1, 2, and 3� contours in the likelihood around the maximum as a
function of qd and qm, profiling over all other parameters.

Fig. 4. Results of an a posteriori grid scan (left panel) varying the
direction of the scale-dependent dipolar modulation of the form q0 =
qm + qd.n̂ exp(�z/S ) in galactic coordinates. The best-fit direction is
within 23� of the CMB dipole (indicated by a star) and �2 log L (right

panel) changes by just 3.22 between these two directions.

We also study the e↵ect of allowing an additional uncorre-
lated velocity dispersion c�z in the fit, rather than fixing it to
be 150 km s�1 as in the JLA analysis (Betoule et al. 2014). As
shown in Table 3 this improves the overall fit even further for
c�z = 241 km s�1; the best-fit dipole drops a little to qd = �6.33,
while the monopole is nearly unchanged at qm = �0.154. The
�BIC between the model with qd = 0 and that with qm = 0
is 4.91, providing positive evidence against a universe that is
accelerating isotropically. Our main result is thus robust in that
the maximum likelihood estimator prefers to interpret the data
as evidence of a dipole in the deceleration parameter aligned
with the CMB dipole, rather than as an isotropic acceleration of
the universe, which may indicate the presence of a cosmological
constant.

As an a posteriori test, we examine the direction depen-
dence of this scale-dependent dipolar modulation in q0, by
scanning the direction of qd on a grid corresponding to a
HEALpix (Gorski et al. 2005) map of nside=8. The best-fit
direction is 23 degrees away from the CMB dipole, where qd
increases to �9.851 but �2 log L improves by only 3.22. This
demonstrates that the direction of the anisotropy we find is also
robust.
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Table 1. Tilted local universe, with �z set to zero, fitted to data with the constrained �2 method.

qm qd S j0 �⌦k ↵ � M0 �int

Tilted universe �0.268 �6.54 0.0297 �0.517 0.135 3.04 �19.053 0.124
No tilt (qd = 0) �0.307 0 – �0.523 0.133 3.03 �19.047 0.133

Table 2. Tilted local universe, with �z set to zero, fitted to data with the MLE.

�2 log Lmax qm qd S j0 �⌦k ↵ x1,0 �x1,0 � c0 �c0 M0 �M0

Tilted universe �208.28 �0.157 �8.03 0.0262 �0.489 0.135 0.0394 0.931 3.00 �0.0155 0.071 �19.027 0.114
No tilt (qd = 0) �189.52 �0.166 0 – �0.460 0.133 0.0396 0.931 2.99 �0.014 0.071 �19.028 0.117
No accn. (qm = 0) �205.98 0 �6.84 0.0384 �0.836 0.134 0.0365 0.931 2.99 �0.014 0.071 �19.002 0.115

Notes. The BIC for the models above is �129.00, �123.45, and �133.31, providing strong evidence for the last model.

Table 3. Tilted local universe, with �z left floating, fitted to data with the MLE.

�2 log Lmax qm qd S j0 �⌦k ↵ x1,0 �x1,0 � c0 �c0 M0 �M0 c�z [km s�1]

Tilted universe �216.90 �0.154 �6.33 0.0305 �0.497 0.134 0.0395 0.932 3.04 �0.0158 0.071 �19.022 0.106 241
No tilt (qd = 0) �203.23 �0.187 0 – �0.425 0.133 0.0398 0.932 3.05 �0.0151 0.071 �19.032 0.106 274
No accn. (qm = 0) �214.74 0 �5.60 0.0350 �0.833 0.133 0.0368 0.932 3.04 �0.0145 0.071 �19.000 0.106 243

Notes. The BIC for the models above is �131.01, �130.55, and �135.46, providing positive evidence for the last model.

Fig. 3. Monopole and dipole components of the cosmological deceler-
ation parameter (inferred from the JLA catalogue of 740 SNe Ia). The
1, 2, and 3� contours (corresponding to �2 log L/Lmax = 2.3, 6.18,
and 11.8, respectively) are shown, profiling over all other parameters.
The vertical scale for the magnitude of the dipole is compressed by ⇥10
relative to the horizontal scale for the monopole. The value of q0 for the
standard ⇤CDM model is shown as a blue star.

and its scale parameter is S = 0.0262, indicating that the impact
of the bulk flow dominates over any isotropic acceleration out to
z ⇠ 0.1. Since�BIC between the model with qd = 0 and the model
with qm = 0 is 9.86, this constitutes strong evidence against a
universe that is accelerating isotropically. In the presence of this
dipole, qm = 0 is disfavoured at only 1.4�. In other words, in a
universe in which we have theoretical reasons to expect a dipolar
modulation in the deceleration parameter in the direction of our
motion through the CMB, there is no significant evidence for a
non-zero value of its monopole component. Figure 4 shows the
1, 2, and 3� contours in the likelihood around the maximum as a
function of qd and qm, profiling over all other parameters.

Fig. 4. Results of an a posteriori grid scan (left panel) varying the
direction of the scale-dependent dipolar modulation of the form q0 =
qm + qd.n̂ exp(�z/S ) in galactic coordinates. The best-fit direction is
within 23� of the CMB dipole (indicated by a star) and �2 log L (right

panel) changes by just 3.22 between these two directions.

We also study the e↵ect of allowing an additional uncorre-
lated velocity dispersion c�z in the fit, rather than fixing it to
be 150 km s�1 as in the JLA analysis (Betoule et al. 2014). As
shown in Table 3 this improves the overall fit even further for
c�z = 241 km s�1; the best-fit dipole drops a little to qd = �6.33,
while the monopole is nearly unchanged at qm = �0.154. The
�BIC between the model with qd = 0 and that with qm = 0
is 4.91, providing positive evidence against a universe that is
accelerating isotropically. Our main result is thus robust in that
the maximum likelihood estimator prefers to interpret the data
as evidence of a dipole in the deceleration parameter aligned
with the CMB dipole, rather than as an isotropic acceleration of
the universe, which may indicate the presence of a cosmological
constant.

As an a posteriori test, we examine the direction depen-
dence of this scale-dependent dipolar modulation in q0, by
scanning the direction of qd on a grid corresponding to a
HEALpix (Gorski et al. 2005) map of nside=8. The best-fit
direction is 23 degrees away from the CMB dipole, where qd
increases to �9.851 but �2 log L improves by only 3.22. This
demonstrates that the direction of the anisotropy we find is also
robust.
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Test this with a sample of 740 Type 1a Supernovae
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Table 2. Tilted local universe, with �z set to zero, fitted to data with the MLE.
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Notes. The BIC for the models above is �129.00, �123.45, and �133.31, providing strong evidence for the last model.

Table 3. Tilted local universe, with �z left floating, fitted to data with the MLE.
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Tilted universe �216.90 �0.154 �6.33 0.0305 �0.497 0.134 0.0395 0.932 3.04 �0.0158 0.071 �19.022 0.106 241
No tilt (qd = 0) �203.23 �0.187 0 – �0.425 0.133 0.0398 0.932 3.05 �0.0151 0.071 �19.032 0.106 274
No accn. (qm = 0) �214.74 0 �5.60 0.0350 �0.833 0.133 0.0368 0.932 3.04 �0.0145 0.071 �19.000 0.106 243

Notes. The BIC for the models above is �131.01, �130.55, and �135.46, providing positive evidence for the last model.

Fig. 3. Monopole and dipole components of the cosmological deceler-
ation parameter (inferred from the JLA catalogue of 740 SNe Ia). The
1, 2, and 3� contours (corresponding to �2 log L/Lmax = 2.3, 6.18,
and 11.8, respectively) are shown, profiling over all other parameters.
The vertical scale for the magnitude of the dipole is compressed by ⇥10
relative to the horizontal scale for the monopole. The value of q0 for the
standard ⇤CDM model is shown as a blue star.

and its scale parameter is S = 0.0262, indicating that the impact
of the bulk flow dominates over any isotropic acceleration out to
z ⇠ 0.1. Since�BIC between the model with qd = 0 and the model
with qm = 0 is 9.86, this constitutes strong evidence against a
universe that is accelerating isotropically. In the presence of this
dipole, qm = 0 is disfavoured at only 1.4�. In other words, in a
universe in which we have theoretical reasons to expect a dipolar
modulation in the deceleration parameter in the direction of our
motion through the CMB, there is no significant evidence for a
non-zero value of its monopole component. Figure 4 shows the
1, 2, and 3� contours in the likelihood around the maximum as a
function of qd and qm, profiling over all other parameters.

Fig. 4. Results of an a posteriori grid scan (left panel) varying the
direction of the scale-dependent dipolar modulation of the form q0 =
qm + qd.n̂ exp(�z/S ) in galactic coordinates. The best-fit direction is
within 23� of the CMB dipole (indicated by a star) and �2 log L (right

panel) changes by just 3.22 between these two directions.

We also study the e↵ect of allowing an additional uncorre-
lated velocity dispersion c�z in the fit, rather than fixing it to
be 150 km s�1 as in the JLA analysis (Betoule et al. 2014). As
shown in Table 3 this improves the overall fit even further for
c�z = 241 km s�1; the best-fit dipole drops a little to qd = �6.33,
while the monopole is nearly unchanged at qm = �0.154. The
�BIC between the model with qd = 0 and that with qm = 0
is 4.91, providing positive evidence against a universe that is
accelerating isotropically. Our main result is thus robust in that
the maximum likelihood estimator prefers to interpret the data
as evidence of a dipole in the deceleration parameter aligned
with the CMB dipole, rather than as an isotropic acceleration of
the universe, which may indicate the presence of a cosmological
constant.

As an a posteriori test, we examine the direction depen-
dence of this scale-dependent dipolar modulation in q0, by
scanning the direction of qd on a grid corresponding to a
HEALpix (Gorski et al. 2005) map of nside=8. The best-fit
direction is 23 degrees away from the CMB dipole, where qd
increases to �9.851 but �2 log L improves by only 3.22. This
demonstrates that the direction of the anisotropy we find is also
robust.
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A posteriori test, varying directions : just 23 degrees away from the 
CMB dipole. Likelihood improves by just ~3

This result is:
Statistically significant at  3.9 ! level 
In agreement with the predictions by Tsagas, 
The dipole is closely aligned to the CMB dipole

Sample and redshift dependent treatment of 
colour and stretch increases the 
statistical significance of the dipole to >4.6 
sigma

|#$%&| ≫ #( (all the way to z~0.1)

We are in a tilted homogeneous Cosmology
A.R. King and G.F.R. Ellis 1973, Godel 1952

Vary the directions a posteriori



Some worry about the scale of Λ
General	Relativity
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“Space tells matter how to move
Matter tells space how to curve”: Wheeler

No special (inertial or accelerating) frames

A problem in Riemannian geometry.

FLRW Exact Solution
Exact isotropy and homogeneity at all scales:

−=>?@> = = =>?A> + B A > CD>

Synchronized clocks, a constant time 
hypersurface

EF =
Ḣ

H

F

EF = EI
F[ ΩL 1 + M N + ΩO 1 + M F + ΩP]

ΩL + ΩO + ΩP = 1
The cosmic sum rule

Λ, if it’s a vacuum energy appears to be about 
10SFI below its ‘natural’ value from QFT
”there is nonzero vacuum energy of just the 
right order of magnitude to be detectable 
today” Is the evidence for dark energy secure?

Sarkar, Gen.Rel.Grav.40:269-284,2008



What are Type Ia supernovae?
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A white dwarf accreting 
matter from a binary 
companion, reignites 
when crossing ~1.44 
Solar Masses

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1102.1431
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But they can be ‘standardised’ using the observed correlation between their peak 

magnitude and light-curve width (NB: this is not understood theoretically)

They are certainly not ‘standard candles’

https://arxiv.org/abs/1311.5099
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Corrected 
data

Type Ia supernovae as ‘standardisable candles’ 

Use a standard template (e.g. SALT 2) to make ‘stretch’ and ‘colour’ corrections  …

Distance modulus = 25 + 5 log()
*+
,-.



Supernova data fitting, a history
23

Calan/Tololo 
(Hamuy et al,  
A.J. 1996)

Supernova 
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Project
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Perlmutter et al 1999 :
The data have intrinsic scatter:
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+
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6"789 is usually adjusted  until a !"#/dof ~1 is obtained

Red  z<0.1
Green z>0.1
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~50 supernovae

Heliocentric observables

‘high redshift 
supernovae were 
found to be dimmer 
(15% in flux) than the 
low redshift 
supernovae 
(compared to what 
would be expected in 
a Λ = 0 universe)’



2014 : The Joint Lightcurve Analysis ( JLA ) Sample

The SDSSII/SNLSIII Joint Lightcurve Analysis (JLA) catalogue of SN1a
740 SN1a , 551 of which are in the hemisphere opp to the CMB motion
Redshifts corrected using SMAC, which has a bulk flow (gray triangle)
631 are in the opp hemisphere to SMAC BF

Betoule et. al. Astron.Astrophys. 568 (2014) A22

SNe down to z= 0.01 reintroduced
CMB frame observables:



Betoule et al., A&A 568:A22,2014SALT 2 parameters

Spectral Adaptive Lightcurve Template
(For making ‘stretch’ and ’colour’ corrections to the observed lightcurves)

There may well be other variables that the magnitude correlates with …

B-band



Nielsen, Guffanti & Sarkar, Sci.Rep. 6:35596,2016

Well-approximated as Gaussian

JLA data
‘Stretch’

corrections

JLA data
‘Colour’

corrections



cosmology SALT2

intrinsic 
distributions

Likelihood

Confidence regions

1,2,3-sigma solve for Likelihood value

Simultaneously 
fit for
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MLE, best fit

profile likelihood

Data consistent with uniform expansion @<3s!

2!

1!

3!

0.341

0.569

0.134

0.038

0.931

3.058

-0.016

0.071

-19.05

0.108

Nielsen, Guffanti
& Sarkar., 

Sci.Rep.6:35596,2
016

Rubin & Hayden 2016
Added 12 parameters to this 
10 parameter fit, to claim 
significance > 4sigma



Rubin & Hayden 2016



Rubin & Heitlauf 2019
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Our Response4 Colin, Mohayaee, Rameez, Sarkar

Figure 1. Left: The profile likelihood for the FLRW analysis, following Betoule et al. (2014) for the colour c and stretch x1

corrections (corresponding to Table 1). Right: The same for the kinematic analysis (corresponding to Table 2).

Figure 2. The profile likelihood for the 22 parameter kinematic analysis of Rubin & Heitlauf (2019), employing the sample-
and redshift-dependent treatment of c0 and x1,0 advocated by Rubin & Hayden (2016) (corresponding to Table 3).

where z can be the measured heliocentric redshift, boosted to the CMB frame, or boosted to the CMB frame with
further peculiar velocity “corrections” applied.
We redo the analysis of Nielsen et al. (2016) in three di↵erent ways and present the results in Figures 1 and 2, and

in Tables 2 and 1, respectively for the kinematic Taylor expansion (eq. 3) and the standard ⇤CDM model (eq. 2).
For each case we also show the fit quality when q0 is held at zero (“No accn.”).

1. zCMB with PV corr.: This employs the data exactly as in Nielsen et al. (2016). The CMB frame redshifts are
used, with further corrections made for the peculiar velocities of the SNe Ia w.r.t. the CMB frame, and the
peculiar velocity covariance matrix is included.

2. zCMB without PV corr.: Now CMB frame redshifts are used without correcting for the flow of the SNe Ia w.r.t.
this frame and the peculiar velocity component of the covariance matrix is excluded. Note that transforming
from heliocentric to CMB frame redshifts still requires assuming that the CMB dipole is kinematic in origin.

3. zhel: Finally heliocentric redshifts are used, no corrections are employed and the peculiar velocity component of
the covariance matrix is excluded. This is just what was done by Perlmutter et al. (1999) and Riess et al. (1998),
as well as in all supernova cosmology papers until Conley et al. (2011).

Our results in Tables 1 and 2 illustrate that the peculiar velocity corrections serve to bias the data towards higher
acceleration (more negative q0). Using heliocentric observables, as employed by Perlmutter et al. (1999) and Riess
et al. (1998) as well as all supernova cosmology analyses before Conley et al. (2011), the change in 2logL between the
best-fit model and the one with zero acceleration is only 3.3, indicating that the preference for acceleration is < 1.4�.
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Figure 2. The profile likelihood for the 22 parameter kinematic analysis of Rubin & Heitlauf (2019), employing the sample-
and redshift-dependent treatment of c0 and x1,0 advocated by Rubin & Hayden (2016) (corresponding to Table 3).

where z can be the measured heliocentric redshift, boosted to the CMB frame, or boosted to the CMB frame with
further peculiar velocity “corrections” applied.
We redo the analysis of Nielsen et al. (2016) in three di↵erent ways and present the results in Figures 1 and 2, and

in Tables 2 and 1, respectively for the kinematic Taylor expansion (eq. 3) and the standard ⇤CDM model (eq. 2).
For each case we also show the fit quality when q0 is held at zero (“No accn.”).

1. zCMB with PV corr.: This employs the data exactly as in Nielsen et al. (2016). The CMB frame redshifts are
used, with further corrections made for the peculiar velocities of the SNe Ia w.r.t. the CMB frame, and the
peculiar velocity covariance matrix is included.

2. zCMB without PV corr.: Now CMB frame redshifts are used without correcting for the flow of the SNe Ia w.r.t.
this frame and the peculiar velocity component of the covariance matrix is excluded. Note that transforming
from heliocentric to CMB frame redshifts still requires assuming that the CMB dipole is kinematic in origin.

3. zhel: Finally heliocentric redshifts are used, no corrections are employed and the peculiar velocity component of
the covariance matrix is excluded. This is just what was done by Perlmutter et al. (1999) and Riess et al. (1998),
as well as in all supernova cosmology papers until Conley et al. (2011).

Our results in Tables 1 and 2 illustrate that the peculiar velocity corrections serve to bias the data towards higher
acceleration (more negative q0). Using heliocentric observables, as employed by Perlmutter et al. (1999) and Riess
et al. (1998) as well as all supernova cosmology analyses before Conley et al. (2011), the change in 2logL between the
best-fit model and the one with zero acceleration is only 3.3, indicating that the preference for acceleration is < 1.4�.

“plus corrections for known
peculiar velocities (as the JLA analysis did)” 

About ~half the 
evidence (relative 
dimming of high z SNe
has to be put into the 
data) !!
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Peculiar velocity impact on SN1a magnitude
! = 1 + %&'( − 1 + %*+, 1 + %- × /

%&'( → 12345627
%*+, → 89:26627 5489; 3 :<=> 1=72<

1 + % = 1 + ̅% 1 + %@'*&'( 1 + %@'*AB

7C % = 7̅C ̅% 1 + %@'*&'( 1 + %@'*AB D

Davis et. al. Astrophys.J. 741 (2011) 67

JLA (and Pantheon) redshifts and magnitudes have been 
‘corrected’ to account for the local bulk flow.

SN1a at z>0.06 are assumed (arbitrarily) to be in the CMB 
rest frame. (only uncorrelated 150 km/s in error budget)

Flow model – SMAC has a ~600 km/s residual bulk flow

Consequently, we use only %&'( and subtract out the corrections to 1E
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Davis et. al. Astrophys.J. 741 (2011) 67

JLA (and Pantheon) redshifts and magnitudes have been 
‘corrected’ to account for the local bulk flow.

SN1a at z>0.06 are assumed (arbitrarily) to be in the CMB 
rest frame. (only uncorrelated 150 km/s in error budget)
Wrong ‘correction’ to SDSS2308 in JLA. Many such 
mistakes in Pantheon (eg : SN2246). 
Flow model – SMAC has a ~600 km/s residual bulk flow

Consequently, we use only %&'( and subtract out the corrections to 1E

Figure 1: Bulk Flow measurements. Upper panel: the symbols show the amplitude of

the measured bulk flow (with its error) from the following surveys: Surface Brightness

Fluctuations (SBF), SFI , ENEAR (EN), Shellflow (SF), Supernovae type Ia (SNIa),
SMAC, EFAR, LP10, SCII and LP (see table for explanation) as a function of radius.

The CMB dipole COBE measurement and bulk flow from the PSCz redshift catalog
are also shown. The solid line shows the expected rms bulk velocity of a sphere of

radius R for standard ΛCDM model; the dashed lines represent 1-σ cosmic scatter

about the rms. Lower panel: the symbols show the direction of some of the measured
bulk flow vectors, note that the catalogs that correspond to R ∼ 60h−1Mpc have

consistent directions while measurements that correspond to large distances do not.
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Peculiar velocity impact on SN1a magnitude
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Davis et. al. Astrophys.J. 741 (2011) 67

JLA (and Pantheon) redshifts and magnitudes have been 
corrected to account for the local bulk flow.

SN1a at z>0.06 are assumed (arbitrarily) to be in the CMB 
rest frame. (only uncorrelated 150 km/s in error budget)
Wrong ‘correction’ to SDSS2308 in JLA. Many such 
mistakes in Pantheon (eg : SN2246). 

Consequently, we use only !"#$ and subtract out the corrections to &@

Velocity profiles around LU 
like environments in DarkSky
N-body simulations



There is an arbitrary discontinuity within the data.
Also in the subsequent Pantheon compilation Key Hubble tension papers rely on 

these corrections or directly on 
the Pantheon compilation (for eg
Kenworthy et al 2019)

https://github.com/dscolnic/Pantheon/issues/2

This is because in the absence of demonstrable 
convergence between the bulk flow of the local Universe 
and the ‘CMB rest frame’, there is no way to correct for it 
completely (one could fit it as a nuisance parameter).

Dark Matter
27%

Ordinary Matter
5%

Dark Energy
32%

Basic lack of respect for 
smoothness and 

continuity
36%

Dark Matter Ordinary Matter Dark Energy Basic lack of respect for smoothness and continuity
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Luminosity distance in the FLRW Universe
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Marginal evidence for cosmic acceleration from Type Ia supernovae

J. T. Nielsen1, A. Gu↵anti2, and S. Sarkar1,3
1
Niels Bohr International Academy, Blegdamsvej 17, Copenhagen 2100, Denmark
2
Universit degli Studi di Torino, via P. Giuria 1, I-10125 Torino, Italy and

3
Rudolf Peierls Centre for Theoretical Physics, 1 Keble Road, Oxford OX1 3NP, UK

The ‘standard’ model of cosmology is founded on the basis that the expansion rate of the universe is
accelerating at present — as was inferred originally from the Hubble diagram of Type Ia supernovae.
There exists now a much bigger database of supernovae so we can perform rigorous statistical tests
to check whether these ‘standardisable candles’ indeed indicate cosmic acceleration. Taking account
of the empirical procedure by which corrections are made to their absolute magnitudes to allow for
the varying shape of the light curve and extinction by dust, we find, rather surprisingly, that the
data are still quite consistent with a constant rate of expansion.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the late 1990’s, studies of Type Ia supernovae (SN
Ia) showed that the expansion rate of the universe ap-
pears to be accelerating as if dominated by a cosmolog-
ical constant1–3. Since then supernova cosmology has
developed rapidly as an important probe of ‘dark en-
ergy’. Empirical corrections are made to reduce the scat-
ter in the observed magnitudes by exploiting the observed
(anti)correlation between the peak luminosity and the
light curve width4,5. Other such correlations have since
been found e.g. with the host galaxy mass6 and metallic-
ity7. Cosmological parameters are then fitted, along with
the parameters determining the light curves, by simple
�
2 minimisation1,8–11. This method has a number of pit-

falls as has been emphasised earlier12,13.
With ever increasing precision and size of SN Ia

datasets, it is important to also improve the statistical
analysis of the data. To accomodate model comparison,
previous work14–16 has introduced likelihood maximisa-
tion. In this work we present an improved maximum
likelihood analysis, finding rather di↵erent results.

II. SUPERNOVA COSMOLOGY

There are several approaches to making SN Ia ‘stan-
dardiseable candles’. The di↵erent philosophies lead to
mildly di↵erent results but the overall picture seems
consistent17. In this paper we adopt the transparent
approach of ‘Spectral Adaptive Lightcurve Template 2’
(SALT2)18,19 wherein the SN Ia are standardised by fit-
ting their light curve to an empirical template, and the
parameters of this fit are used in the cosmological analy-
sis. Every SN Ia is assigned three parameters, one being
m

⇤
B , the apparent magnitude at maximum (in the rest

frame ‘B-band’), while the other two describe the light
curve shape and colour corrections: x1 and c. The dis-
tance modulus is then taken to be:

µSN = m
⇤
B �M + ↵x1 � �c, (1)

where M is the absolute magnitude, and ↵ and � are
assumed to be constants for all SN Ia. These global

constants are fitted along with the cosmological param-
eters. The physical mechanism(s) which give rise to the
correlations that underlie these corrections remain uncer-
tain20,21. The SN Ia distance modulus is then compared
to the expectation in the standard ⇤CDM cosmological
model:

µ ⌘ 25 + 5 log
10
(dL/Mpc), where:

dL = (1 + z)
dHp
⌦k

sinh

✓p
⌦k

Z z

0

H0dz0

H(z0)

◆
,

dH = c/H0, H0 ⌘ 100h km s�1Mpc�1
,

H = H0

p
⌦m(1 + z)3 + ⌦k(1 + z)2 + ⌦⇤, (2)

where dL, dH, H are the luminosity distance, Hub-
ble distance and Hubble parameter respectively, and
⌦m,⌦⇤,⌦k are the matter, cosmological constant and
curvature density in units of the critical density3. There
is a degeneracy between H0 and M0 so we fix the value
of the Hubble parameter today to h = 0.7 which is con-
sistent with independent measurements.

III. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATORS

To find the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) from
the data, we must define the appropriate likelihood:

L = probability density(data|model),

i.e. we have to first specify our model of the data. For
a given SN Ia, the true data (m⇤

B , x1, c) are drawn from
some global distribution. These values are contaminated
by various sources of noise, yielding the observed values
(m̂⇤

B , x̂1, ĉ). Assuming the SALT2 model is correct, only
the true values obey equation (1). However when the
experimental uncertainty is of the same order as the in-
trinsic variance as in the present case, the observed value
is not a good estimate of the true value. Parameterising
the cosmological model by ✓, the likelihood function can
be written as:

L= p[(m̂⇤
B , x̂1, ĉ)|✓] (3)

=

Z
p[(m̂⇤

B , x̂1, ĉ)|(M,x1, c), ✓] p[(M,x1, c)|✓]dMdx1dc,
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Is standard cosmology consistent?

The FLRW universe The Real Universe

Can be described by one scale factor a(t) and 
Friedmann equations exactly.

Maximal symmetry forbids peculiar velocities

̇
Θ̇ = −%

&

3 − 2)& + 2+& − , - .
. + -̇ ;.. + Λ

Ellis, “On the Raychaudhury Equation” 

Pramana–J.Phys.,Vol. 69, No. 1, July 2007

Everything has a peculiar velocity of ~1034, they should be 
viewed as differences in the expansion rate of the Universe

567 −
1
25867 + Λ867 =

8:;
<= >67

Some existing debates in literature (inhomogeneous cosmology/backreactions) suggest that problems 
such as Dark Matter and Dark Energy can also be tackled be critically examining the tools and framework 

with which we do cosmology.



What we mean by ‘non Copernican observers’ 

The FLRW universe The Real Universe

Can be described by one scale factor a(t) and 
Friedmann equations exactly.

Ω" + Ω$ + Ω% = 1
The cosmic sum rule

Maximal symmetry forbids peculiar velocities

̇
Θ̇ = −+

,

3 − 2/, + 20, − 1 2 3
3 + 2̇ ;33 + Λ

Ellis, “On the Raychaudhury Equation” 

Pramana–J.Phys.,Vol. 69, No. 1, July 2007

Everything has a peculiar velocity of ~1078, they should be 
viewed as differences in the expansion rate of the Universe

9:; −
1
29<:; + Λ<:; =

8>?
@A B:;

Some existing debates in literature (inhomogeneous cosmology/backreactions) suggest that problems 
such as Dark Matter and Dark Energy can also be tackled be critically examining the tools and framework 

with which we do cosmology.

Solving the curvature and Hubble parameter inconsistencies 5

universe models that the FLRW curvature conservation equation is violated at the onset

of structure formation [17, 18]. Furthermore, the exactly zero-curvature FLRW model

forms a measure zero set within the FLRW class of models. The FLRWmodels have been

shown to be globally gravitationally unstable in the directions of the dark energy and

dark matter sectors, i.e. the average model is driven away from the FLRW solution,

which forms a repeller within a dynamical systems analysis in the cases where QD

mimics the dark components [16]. We also note that it is a generic feature of relativistic

spacetimes that average spatial curvature 〈R〉D can change sign over cosmic epochs

which is impossible in the FLRW class of models.

Table 1 shows a summary of important properties related to spatial curvature in

the FLRW class of spacetimes and how these properties generalize within full GR. The

FLRW class of GR spacetimes are contained in the full GR case, but constitute a
measure zero set within the full set of GR solutions.

Table 1: Comparison of curvature properties within the FLRW class of cosmological

models and for generic averaged globally hyperbolic spacetime models.

FLRW Average within generic GR

Topology sign(R) determines the spatial topol-
ogy for simply-connected domains

〈R〉
D

does not in general allow con-
clusions on topological properties

Integral constraint local ‘Newtonian’ energy conserva-
tion: (Ra2 )· = 0

general-relativistic coupling of 〈R〉
D

to structure:
1

a6

D

(QD a6
D
)·+ 1

a2

D

( 〈R〉
D
a2
D
)· = 0

Sign of curvature sign(R) is preserved throughout the
evolution of the Universe and on all
scales

sign(〈R〉
D
) can change in response

to structure in the spacetime and
may vary on different scales

Copernican principle satisfied in its most strict interpreta-
tion. All fundamental observers are
subject to the same local curvature

can be satisfied in a weaker sense
than for FLRW. ‘Distributional
equivalence’ between observers

The complexities introduced when considering full GR, which is a priori a

background-free theory, carries over to perturbative settings. In FLRW-based

perturbative frameworks physical geometric and matter fields are defined with respect
to an FLRW background spacetime, relative to which they must be assumed to be small

(and of similar order of magnitude). A generic spacetime is of course not restricted by

such smallness assumptions relative to a global background.

When there is not necessarily a global spacetime solution obeying exact symmetries

constituting a background of all cosmological matter fields, perturbation theory becomes

hard to handle and even ill-defined. Examples of difficulties are the identification of a
good background spacetime (as the average over inhomogeneities), the interpretation

and uniqueness in definitions of the ‘fields’ living on the background, and the break-down

of standard Fourier analysis when the identified background is curved. Perturbations

are often treated as if they propagate on a flat background spacetime, while in reality

Buchert and Heinesen 2020
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There is no Hubble constant, let alone a tension
McClure and Dyer 2007, motivated 
by the Raychoudhury Equation

Fig. 1. Hubble constant contour maps (in Galactic co-ordinates for a sinusoidal pro-
jection of the sky) for (a) the 76 HST Key Project H0 values and (b) 57 comparison
H0 values. Positions of the actual data points are indicated by triangles, and the
contours range from low (dark) to high (light) values of H0 (in km s−1 Mpc−1) as
indicated.

3.2 Magnitude of variation

As was previously discussed in Sect. 3.1, the Gaussian smearing lessens the
range of any real variation. Using Gaussians with successively smaller standard
deviations of 20◦, 15◦, and 10◦, as the standard deviation gets smaller, the
extrema are picked out with less smearing, but errors in the data also start
to have a greater impact. At 10◦, the range of variation is greater than 30 km
s−1 Mpc−1, but the grid values are mostly being determined by individual H0

values so the errors in the grid values approach those of the H0 determinations.

13

A statistically significant difference in expansion rate 
of 9 km s−1 Mpc−1 is found to occur across the sky. Fig. 22: Top: Best-fit H0 value as a function of the position in the extragalactic sky for ✓ = 75� cones for ACC (left) and XCS-DR1

(right). Bottom: Significance map of the anisotropy between every sky region and the rest of the sky for ACC (left) and XCS-DR1
(right).

do not share any common clusters. While at first sight it might
seem that the H0 maps of ACC and XCS-DR1 look di↵erent, the
location of their most extreme regions is still consistent within
⇠ 40� � 55�.

In total, they contain 842 di↵erent galaxy clusters. Conse-
quently, any constraints on the fitted parameters would be much
stronger if we combined them. While, the normalization values
of the three samples are quite di↵erent (cluster populations, used
energy range for LX, T constrain method etc. vary significantly),
H0 is a global parameter that should not depend on specific sam-
ples or even cosmological probes. The normalization and slope
values of the three di↵erent samples can be set in such way so
the best-fit H0 value considering the entire sample is H0 = 70
km/s/Mpc. Nevertheless, we see that the three samples return a
di↵erent H0 range. As shown before ACC and XCS-DR1 show
a larger variation of H0 (± ⇠ 20%) than our sample (± ⇠ 9%).
This correlates with the larger scatter of the other two samples
and it can be attributed to randomness (since the H0 uncertain-
ties of ACC and XCS-DR1 are ⇠ 2�3 times larger than the ones
of our sample), reasons that we have not yet identified or a com-
bination of the above (the significance however remains similar
for the three samples).

By performing the H0 scanning analysis, one obtains three
di↵erent and independent estimations of the likelihood of the H0
parameter for every region. Multiplying these three likelihoods
gives us the combined most likely H0 value for every region in
the sky. In order to consistently use the three samples, we use the
smallest possible cone radius (75�) for which we have enough
data for all three catalogs in any cone, and we use the same pa-
rameter fitting range (H0 2 [50, 90] km/s/Mpc) as well. There-
fore, the H0 map displayed in the left panel of Fig. 23 is obtained,
while the significance map is shown in the bottom panel of the

same figure (we also overplot the results of other studies, as dis-
cussed in Sect. 9.1 and Table 3).

From the combined H0 results, the lowest value H0 = 65.20±
1.48 km/s/Mpc occurs toward (l, b) = (303�,�27�) (237 clusters)
while the highest value H0 = 76.64 ± 1.41 km/s/Mpc is found at
(l, b) = (34�,+26�) (302 clusters). Therefore, the null isotropy
hypothesis between these two regions is rejected with a remark-
able significance of 5.59� (16 ± 3%). The angular separation
of these two regions is 103�. On the other hand, the strongest
dipole occurs toward (l, b) = (265�,�20�) (57� away from the
CMB dipole) with a significance of 4.06�.

We repeat the joint analysis considering the obtained H0 re-
sults from every sample when B was left free to vary as a nui-
sance parameter. As expected, the overall behavior of H0 per-
sists with some limited changes. The statistical significance of
the maximum anisotropy drops to 4.55� (from 5.59�), and is
found between (l, b) ⇠ (312�,�21�) and (l, b) ⇠ (45�,+21�).
Consequently, the choice of keeping B fixed slightly overesti-
mates the exact statistical significance of our findings but does
not a↵ect the general conclusion.

All these results demonstrate clearly that the similar
anisotropies in all three independent samples are extremely un-
likely to be random and that there is an underlying reason caus-
ing the LX � T relation to show a strong directionally depended
behavior.

9. Discussion

The significance of cosmic isotropy for the standard cosmolog-
ical paradigm is undisputed. Designing scrutinizing methods to
test this hypothesis is vital since much new information about
the Universe can be revealed through such tests.

24

Migkas et al 2020

Also see Wiltshire et al 2012
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Conclusions

• Number counts of flux limited catalogues in radio and infrared all indicate 
somewhat significant (up to ~3.9%) tensions with the ‘purely kinematic’ 
interpretation of the CMB dipole.
• Hopeful that SKA and EUCLID can set this to rest by testing.

• Convergence to the CMB rest frame has not been demonstrated.
• There is a case for precision testing the CMB dipole.
• The local Universe has a bulk flow out to ~400 Mpc. 

McClure and Dyer 2007
The CMB rest frame does not exist

• SN1a data pre ship with ‘corrections’ and are being continuously adjusted. The 
Hubble tension is manufactured using these corrections.

• Evidence 3.9 % for a tilt in the local Universe. Isotropic acceleration compatible 
with 0 at < 1.4 sigma

• Λ'() cosmology is just an ansatz, and DE is an artefact of the idealization. 
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Abstract, This paper considers the best way to fit an idealised exactly homogeneous and 
isotropic universe model to a realistic (‘lumpy’) universe; whether made explicit or not, 
some such approach of necessity underlies the use of the standard Robertson-Walker 
models as models of the real universe. Approaches based on averaging, normal coordinates 
and null data are presented, the latter offering the best opportunity to relate the fitting 
procedure to data obtainable by astronomical observations. 

1. Introduction 

Modern cosmology aims at finding the large-scale matter distribution and spacetime 
structure of the universe from astronomical observations. There are broadly speaking 
two distinct approaches that have been applied to this problem. 

1 . l .  Approaches to observational cosmology 

The standard approach is to make some a priori assumption about the geometry of 
the universe, based either on philosophical or pragmatic grounds; usually this assump- 
tion is that the universe is spatially homogeneous and isotropic on a large scale (this 
is the cosmological principle; Bondi (1960), Weinberg (1972)). It then follows that the 
universe is accurately represented by a Friedmann-Lemiiitre-Robertson- Walker 
( FLRW) model, and the primary objective of observational cosmology is to determine 
the two or three free parameters characteristic of such universe models (Sandage 1968). 

An alternative is to attempt as far as possible to determine spacetime geometry 
directly from astronomical observations without making such a priori assumptions 
(Kristian and Sachs 1966, Ellis et a1 1985). However difficulties arise in actually 
determining the geometry of spacetime in this way when realistic observational limita- 
tions are taken into account (Ellis 1980). 

These approaches are both to some extent unsatisfactory-the first because the 
universe is manifestly not a FLRW universe on at least some scales, and the approach 
does not provide any guidance as to on what scales such models are supposed to be 
applicable, nor seriously consider the issues arising when we consider the relation 
between descriptions of the universe at different scales of inhomogeneity (Ellis 1984); 
and the second because of the practical difficulties in implementation (theoretically 
determinable quantities are very difficult to determine in practice). Alternative analyses 
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The ‘ j t t i n g  problem’ in cosmology 1699 
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Figure 1. ( a )  An exactly uniform and spherically symmetrical FLRW universe U’ mapped 
i,nto the lumpy universe U so as to give the best fit possible. ( b )  An exactly spherical 
sphere fitted to the lumpy world to give the best fit possible. 

1.3. Averaging 

One important way of thinking of the use of a smoothed-out model is that it represents 
the average properties of the lumpy model. Let the smoothed-out description U* be 
obtained from a lumpy spacetime U by a suitable averaging procedure; it then represents 
the nature of U when described over some averaging scale L. If indeed it is sensible 
to describe the large-scale nature of U by some Robertson-Walker spacetime, then the 
best-fit FLRW model U’ should be the same as the averaged model U*. A suitable 
fitting procedure would hopefully include this way of looking at the relation between 
U and U’. In particular it should determine the appropriate averaging scale associated 
with the smoothed-out model: that is, it should lead to a statement that the universe 
U can reasonably be regarded as a FLRW universe U‘ if averaged out over a specified 
length scale L. 
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Figure 1. ( a )  An exactly uniform and spherically symmetrical FLRW universe U’ mapped 
i,nto the lumpy universe U so as to give the best fit possible. ( b )  An exactly spherical 
sphere fitted to the lumpy world to give the best fit possible. 

1.3. Averaging 

One important way of thinking of the use of a smoothed-out model is that it represents 
the average properties of the lumpy model. Let the smoothed-out description U* be 
obtained from a lumpy spacetime U by a suitable averaging procedure; it then represents 
the nature of U when described over some averaging scale L. If indeed it is sensible 
to describe the large-scale nature of U by some Robertson-Walker spacetime, then the 
best-fit FLRW model U’ should be the same as the averaged model U*. A suitable 
fitting procedure would hopefully include this way of looking at the relation between 
U and U’. In particular it should determine the appropriate averaging scale associated 
with the smoothed-out model: that is, it should lead to a statement that the universe 
U can reasonably be regarded as a FLRW universe U‘ if averaged out over a specified 
length scale L. 

The ‘fitting problem’ in cosmology 

Section 4.3 and 4.4 give a detailed discussion of 
how to correct for peculiar velocities, isotropize
data, fit it to an idealized model, judge goodness 
of fit and what it means for fundamental physics
Read this along with Conley et al 2011, Rubin & 
Heitlauf 2019 and Davis et al 2011
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Results

The significance of qo being negative is  <1.4!!

Cosmic acceleration may simply be an artefact of our being located inside a ‘bulk flow’!

The dipolar component of q is larger than the monopole, and dominates out to z>0.1

A&A 631, L13 (2019)

Table 1. Tilted local universe, with �z set to zero, fitted to data with the constrained �2 method.

qm qd S j0 �⌦k ↵ � M0 �int

Tilted universe �0.268 �6.54 0.0297 �0.517 0.135 3.04 �19.053 0.124
No tilt (qd = 0) �0.307 0 – �0.523 0.133 3.03 �19.047 0.133

Table 2. Tilted local universe, with �z set to zero, fitted to data with the MLE.

�2 log Lmax qm qd S j0 �⌦k ↵ x1,0 �x1,0 � c0 �c0 M0 �M0

Tilted universe �208.28 �0.157 �8.03 0.0262 �0.489 0.135 0.0394 0.931 3.00 �0.0155 0.071 �19.027 0.114
No tilt (qd = 0) �189.52 �0.166 0 – �0.460 0.133 0.0396 0.931 2.99 �0.014 0.071 �19.028 0.117
No accn. (qm = 0) �205.98 0 �6.84 0.0384 �0.836 0.134 0.0365 0.931 2.99 �0.014 0.071 �19.002 0.115

Notes. The BIC for the models above is �129.00, �123.45, and �133.31, providing strong evidence for the last model.

Table 3. Tilted local universe, with �z left floating, fitted to data with the MLE.

�2 log Lmax qm qd S j0 �⌦k ↵ x1,0 �x1,0 � c0 �c0 M0 �M0 c�z [km s�1]

Tilted universe �216.90 �0.154 �6.33 0.0305 �0.497 0.134 0.0395 0.932 3.04 �0.0158 0.071 �19.022 0.106 241
No tilt (qd = 0) �203.23 �0.187 0 – �0.425 0.133 0.0398 0.932 3.05 �0.0151 0.071 �19.032 0.106 274
No accn. (qm = 0) �214.74 0 �5.60 0.0350 �0.833 0.133 0.0368 0.932 3.04 �0.0145 0.071 �19.000 0.106 243

Notes. The BIC for the models above is �131.01, �130.55, and �135.46, providing positive evidence for the last model.

Fig. 3. Monopole and dipole components of the cosmological deceler-
ation parameter (inferred from the JLA catalogue of 740 SNe Ia). The
1, 2, and 3� contours (corresponding to �2 log L/Lmax = 2.3, 6.18,
and 11.8, respectively) are shown, profiling over all other parameters.
The vertical scale for the magnitude of the dipole is compressed by ⇥10
relative to the horizontal scale for the monopole. The value of q0 for the
standard ⇤CDM model is shown as a blue star.

and its scale parameter is S = 0.0262, indicating that the impact
of the bulk flow dominates over any isotropic acceleration out to
z ⇠ 0.1. Since�BIC between the model with qd = 0 and the model
with qm = 0 is 9.86, this constitutes strong evidence against a
universe that is accelerating isotropically. In the presence of this
dipole, qm = 0 is disfavoured at only 1.4�. In other words, in a
universe in which we have theoretical reasons to expect a dipolar
modulation in the deceleration parameter in the direction of our
motion through the CMB, there is no significant evidence for a
non-zero value of its monopole component. Figure 4 shows the
1, 2, and 3� contours in the likelihood around the maximum as a
function of qd and qm, profiling over all other parameters.

Fig. 4. Results of an a posteriori grid scan (left panel) varying the
direction of the scale-dependent dipolar modulation of the form q0 =
qm + qd.n̂ exp(�z/S ) in galactic coordinates. The best-fit direction is
within 23� of the CMB dipole (indicated by a star) and �2 log L (right

panel) changes by just 3.22 between these two directions.

We also study the e↵ect of allowing an additional uncorre-
lated velocity dispersion c�z in the fit, rather than fixing it to
be 150 km s�1 as in the JLA analysis (Betoule et al. 2014). As
shown in Table 3 this improves the overall fit even further for
c�z = 241 km s�1; the best-fit dipole drops a little to qd = �6.33,
while the monopole is nearly unchanged at qm = �0.154. The
�BIC between the model with qd = 0 and that with qm = 0
is 4.91, providing positive evidence against a universe that is
accelerating isotropically. Our main result is thus robust in that
the maximum likelihood estimator prefers to interpret the data
as evidence of a dipole in the deceleration parameter aligned
with the CMB dipole, rather than as an isotropic acceleration of
the universe, which may indicate the presence of a cosmological
constant.

As an a posteriori test, we examine the direction depen-
dence of this scale-dependent dipolar modulation in q0, by
scanning the direction of qd on a grid corresponding to a
HEALpix (Gorski et al. 2005) map of nside=8. The best-fit
direction is 23 degrees away from the CMB dipole, where qd
increases to �9.851 but �2 log L improves by only 3.22. This
demonstrates that the direction of the anisotropy we find is also
robust.
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Results

The significance of qo being negative is  <1.4!!
Cosmic acceleration may simply be an artefact of our being located inside a ‘bulk flow’!

The dipolar component of q is larger than the monopole, and dominates out to z>0.1

"# >> "%
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Table 1. Tilted local universe, with �z set to zero, fitted to data with the constrained �2 method.

qm qd S j0 �⌦k ↵ � M0 �int

Tilted universe �0.268 �6.54 0.0297 �0.517 0.135 3.04 �19.053 0.124
No tilt (qd = 0) �0.307 0 – �0.523 0.133 3.03 �19.047 0.133

Table 2. Tilted local universe, with �z set to zero, fitted to data with the MLE.

�2 log Lmax qm qd S j0 �⌦k ↵ x1,0 �x1,0 � c0 �c0 M0 �M0

Tilted universe �208.28 �0.157 �8.03 0.0262 �0.489 0.135 0.0394 0.931 3.00 �0.0155 0.071 �19.027 0.114
No tilt (qd = 0) �189.52 �0.166 0 – �0.460 0.133 0.0396 0.931 2.99 �0.014 0.071 �19.028 0.117
No accn. (qm = 0) �205.98 0 �6.84 0.0384 �0.836 0.134 0.0365 0.931 2.99 �0.014 0.071 �19.002 0.115

Notes. The BIC for the models above is �129.00, �123.45, and �133.31, providing strong evidence for the last model.

Table 3. Tilted local universe, with �z left floating, fitted to data with the MLE.

�2 log Lmax qm qd S j0 �⌦k ↵ x1,0 �x1,0 � c0 �c0 M0 �M0 c�z [km s�1]

Tilted universe �216.90 �0.154 �6.33 0.0305 �0.497 0.134 0.0395 0.932 3.04 �0.0158 0.071 �19.022 0.106 241
No tilt (qd = 0) �203.23 �0.187 0 – �0.425 0.133 0.0398 0.932 3.05 �0.0151 0.071 �19.032 0.106 274
No accn. (qm = 0) �214.74 0 �5.60 0.0350 �0.833 0.133 0.0368 0.932 3.04 �0.0145 0.071 �19.000 0.106 243

Notes. The BIC for the models above is �131.01, �130.55, and �135.46, providing positive evidence for the last model.

Fig. 3. Monopole and dipole components of the cosmological deceler-
ation parameter (inferred from the JLA catalogue of 740 SNe Ia). The
1, 2, and 3� contours (corresponding to �2 log L/Lmax = 2.3, 6.18,
and 11.8, respectively) are shown, profiling over all other parameters.
The vertical scale for the magnitude of the dipole is compressed by ⇥10
relative to the horizontal scale for the monopole. The value of q0 for the
standard ⇤CDM model is shown as a blue star.

and its scale parameter is S = 0.0262, indicating that the impact
of the bulk flow dominates over any isotropic acceleration out to
z ⇠ 0.1. Since�BIC between the model with qd = 0 and the model
with qm = 0 is 9.86, this constitutes strong evidence against a
universe that is accelerating isotropically. In the presence of this
dipole, qm = 0 is disfavoured at only 1.4�. In other words, in a
universe in which we have theoretical reasons to expect a dipolar
modulation in the deceleration parameter in the direction of our
motion through the CMB, there is no significant evidence for a
non-zero value of its monopole component. Figure 4 shows the
1, 2, and 3� contours in the likelihood around the maximum as a
function of qd and qm, profiling over all other parameters.

Fig. 4. Results of an a posteriori grid scan (left panel) varying the
direction of the scale-dependent dipolar modulation of the form q0 =
qm + qd.n̂ exp(�z/S ) in galactic coordinates. The best-fit direction is
within 23� of the CMB dipole (indicated by a star) and �2 log L (right

panel) changes by just 3.22 between these two directions.

We also study the e↵ect of allowing an additional uncorre-
lated velocity dispersion c�z in the fit, rather than fixing it to
be 150 km s�1 as in the JLA analysis (Betoule et al. 2014). As
shown in Table 3 this improves the overall fit even further for
c�z = 241 km s�1; the best-fit dipole drops a little to qd = �6.33,
while the monopole is nearly unchanged at qm = �0.154. The
�BIC between the model with qd = 0 and that with qm = 0
is 4.91, providing positive evidence against a universe that is
accelerating isotropically. Our main result is thus robust in that
the maximum likelihood estimator prefers to interpret the data
as evidence of a dipole in the deceleration parameter aligned
with the CMB dipole, rather than as an isotropic acceleration of
the universe, which may indicate the presence of a cosmological
constant.

As an a posteriori test, we examine the direction depen-
dence of this scale-dependent dipolar modulation in q0, by
scanning the direction of qd on a grid corresponding to a
HEALpix (Gorski et al. 2005) map of nside=8. The best-fit
direction is 23 degrees away from the CMB dipole, where qd
increases to �9.851 but �2 log L improves by only 3.22. This
demonstrates that the direction of the anisotropy we find is also
robust.
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Table 1. Tilted local universe, with �z set to zero, fitted to data with the constrained �2 method.

qm qd S j0 �⌦k ↵ � M0 �int

Tilted universe �0.268 �6.54 0.0297 �0.517 0.135 3.04 �19.053 0.124
No tilt (qd = 0) �0.307 0 – �0.523 0.133 3.03 �19.047 0.133

Table 2. Tilted local universe, with �z set to zero, fitted to data with the MLE.

�2 log Lmax qm qd S j0 �⌦k ↵ x1,0 �x1,0 � c0 �c0 M0 �M0

Tilted universe �208.28 �0.157 �8.03 0.0262 �0.489 0.135 0.0394 0.931 3.00 �0.0155 0.071 �19.027 0.114
No tilt (qd = 0) �189.52 �0.166 0 – �0.460 0.133 0.0396 0.931 2.99 �0.014 0.071 �19.028 0.117
No accn. (qm = 0) �205.98 0 �6.84 0.0384 �0.836 0.134 0.0365 0.931 2.99 �0.014 0.071 �19.002 0.115

Notes. The BIC for the models above is �129.00, �123.45, and �133.31, providing strong evidence for the last model.

Table 3. Tilted local universe, with �z left floating, fitted to data with the MLE.

�2 log Lmax qm qd S j0 �⌦k ↵ x1,0 �x1,0 � c0 �c0 M0 �M0 c�z [km s�1]

Tilted universe �216.90 �0.154 �6.33 0.0305 �0.497 0.134 0.0395 0.932 3.04 �0.0158 0.071 �19.022 0.106 241
No tilt (qd = 0) �203.23 �0.187 0 – �0.425 0.133 0.0398 0.932 3.05 �0.0151 0.071 �19.032 0.106 274
No accn. (qm = 0) �214.74 0 �5.60 0.0350 �0.833 0.133 0.0368 0.932 3.04 �0.0145 0.071 �19.000 0.106 243

Notes. The BIC for the models above is �131.01, �130.55, and �135.46, providing positive evidence for the last model.

Fig. 3. Monopole and dipole components of the cosmological deceler-
ation parameter (inferred from the JLA catalogue of 740 SNe Ia). The
1, 2, and 3� contours (corresponding to �2 log L/Lmax = 2.3, 6.18,
and 11.8, respectively) are shown, profiling over all other parameters.
The vertical scale for the magnitude of the dipole is compressed by ⇥10
relative to the horizontal scale for the monopole. The value of q0 for the
standard ⇤CDM model is shown as a blue star.

and its scale parameter is S = 0.0262, indicating that the impact
of the bulk flow dominates over any isotropic acceleration out to
z ⇠ 0.1. Since�BIC between the model with qd = 0 and the model
with qm = 0 is 9.86, this constitutes strong evidence against a
universe that is accelerating isotropically. In the presence of this
dipole, qm = 0 is disfavoured at only 1.4�. In other words, in a
universe in which we have theoretical reasons to expect a dipolar
modulation in the deceleration parameter in the direction of our
motion through the CMB, there is no significant evidence for a
non-zero value of its monopole component. Figure 4 shows the
1, 2, and 3� contours in the likelihood around the maximum as a
function of qd and qm, profiling over all other parameters.

Fig. 4. Results of an a posteriori grid scan (left panel) varying the
direction of the scale-dependent dipolar modulation of the form q0 =
qm + qd.n̂ exp(�z/S ) in galactic coordinates. The best-fit direction is
within 23� of the CMB dipole (indicated by a star) and �2 log L (right

panel) changes by just 3.22 between these two directions.

We also study the e↵ect of allowing an additional uncorre-
lated velocity dispersion c�z in the fit, rather than fixing it to
be 150 km s�1 as in the JLA analysis (Betoule et al. 2014). As
shown in Table 3 this improves the overall fit even further for
c�z = 241 km s�1; the best-fit dipole drops a little to qd = �6.33,
while the monopole is nearly unchanged at qm = �0.154. The
�BIC between the model with qd = 0 and that with qm = 0
is 4.91, providing positive evidence against a universe that is
accelerating isotropically. Our main result is thus robust in that
the maximum likelihood estimator prefers to interpret the data
as evidence of a dipole in the deceleration parameter aligned
with the CMB dipole, rather than as an isotropic acceleration of
the universe, which may indicate the presence of a cosmological
constant.

As an a posteriori test, we examine the direction depen-
dence of this scale-dependent dipolar modulation in q0, by
scanning the direction of qd on a grid corresponding to a
HEALpix (Gorski et al. 2005) map of nside=8. The best-fit
direction is 23 degrees away from the CMB dipole, where qd
increases to �9.851 but �2 log L improves by only 3.22. This
demonstrates that the direction of the anisotropy we find is also
robust.
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1905.00221 : The only ‘dark energy’ I found in cosmology

Figure 1. The directions of the 58 SNe documented in Tables 1 and 2. The directions of the CMB
dipole (star), the SMAC bulk flow[7] (triangle), and the 2M++ bulk flow[4] (inverted triangle) are
also shown. All the SNe with shifted redshifts are in the hemisphere opposite to the CMB dipole and
bulk flow directions.

2 Inconsistent, incomplete, and wrong ‘peculiar velocity corrections’

The catalogues also provide zcmb, the redshift of each SNe Ia in the CMB rest frame as
inferred from a model of the local peculiar (non-Hubble) velocity field.2 The inconsistencies
in the peculiar velocity corrections of JLA have been noted earlier [5]. These are:

• That despite purportedly relying on the flow model of [7], the corrections are made
beyond the extent of this survey (z ⇠ 0.04), and abruptly fall to zero further beyond,
despite [7] reporting a residual bulk velocity of 687± 203 km s�1, a value which is > 4
times larger than the uncorrelated velocity dispersion of c�z = 150 km s�1 allowed for
in the JLA error budget for cosmological fits.

• That SDSS2308 has the same zcmb and zhel, despite being at redshift of 0.14.

Significantly more egregious errors are seen in the first version of the Pantheon compi-
lation on Github [6] wherein peculiar velocity corrections were used to modify the redshifts
of SNe Ia all the way up to z ⇠ 0.3, although no survey of the Universe has gone to such
depths, and the information required to make such corrections is simply unavailable. This is
now stated on Github [6] to have been fixed by not making any peculiar velocity corrections
for z > 0.08, but the impact of this major change on the cosmological analysis of this dataset
which found >5� evidence for cosmic acceleration[2] remains undocumented.

2.1 The ‘corrections’ induce a positive bias on inferring ⌦⇤

Repeating the principled statistical analysis of [8] on the JLA catalogue with zhel instead
of zcmb results in ⌦M = 0.270 and ⌦⇤ = 0.429, which provides only ⇠ 1.8� evidence for

2Note that the sortable table at https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/ps1cosmo/scolnic_datatable.html erro-
neously reports the same values for both zCMB and zhel!

– 3 –

JLA (740) -> Pantheon (1080)
The redshifts of ~150 SNe changed, 58 at > 5 sigma level, some at 137 sigma 
!"#$$~0.1 for some

‘high redshift supernovae were 
found to be dimmer (15% in flux) 
than the low redshift supernovae 
(compared to what would be 
expected in a   universe)’
(Perlmutter et al 1999)

Peculiar velocity ‘corrections’:
1. Change the redshifts and 

magnitudes of low z Sne by up 
to 20%

2. Introduce arbitrary 
discontinuities within 
intrinsically scattered data

3. Peculiar velocity ‘corrections’ first 
stretched all the way to z~0.3 
(where there is no peculiar 
velocity information)

Even observed quantities are 
changingGeneral covariance. 



A trivial solution to the Hubble tension? 1911.064562

Figure 1. Left: Posteriors on H0 from the SNe Ia in JLA which have zJLA � zPantheon > 0.0025, using JLA redshifts (blue)
and Pantheon redshifts (pink). Since the Pantheon magnitudes are also discrepant (Scolnic 2019), the posterior using both
Pantheon redshifts and magnitudes are also shown (in green). Right: The same with zJLA � zPantheon > 0.0005.
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This was discussed in 
the TeVPA opening 
plenary today in Sydney, 
by Celine Boehm

https://twitter.com/higgsinocat/status/1201263556978589696
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What is Λ"#$ cosmology?

The naive fitting of data from the real Lumpy Universe, to a smooth toy 
model, treating all scatter as statistical, when it could be cosmological

Such as this H0licow measuement

Note : This is very honestly communicated 



Conclusions
• Number counts of flux limited catalogues in radio and infrared all indicate 

mild (1.5!) to slightly significant (~3.4!) tensions with the kinematic 
interpretation of the CMB dipole
• The end of the bulk flow of the local Universe has not been found.
• SN1a data pre ship with ‘corrections’ and are being continuously adjusted.
• Evidence > 3.4! for a tilt in the local Universe. Isotropic acceleration 

compatible with 0 at < 1.4 sigma
• Quite outside the domain of Λ()* cosmology, which is just crude 

approximation driven by sociology
• The tilt is the first lump in the lumpy Universe.
• Predictions with LSST

Cosmology Seminar



But the real Universe has structure on all scales
The FLRW universe The Real Universe

Can be described by one scale factor a(t) and 
Friedmann equations exactly.

Maximal symmetry forbids peculiar velocities

̇
Θ̇ = −%

&

3 − 2)& + 2+& − , - .
. + -̇ ;.. + Λ

Ellis, “On the Raychaudhury Equation” 

Pramana–J.Phys.,Vol. 69, No. 1, July 2007

Everything has a peculiar velocity of 1034

We can observe only one. 

The Real Universe has structure on much smaller scales than our 

representations of it



Standard Cosmology Inhomogeneous Cosmology
N body simulations assume the existence of a 
background FLRW metric and use Newtonian gravity 
(which is the zero velocity weak field of GR).

Linearizations, perturbation theory, initial conditions 
from inflation

Peculiar velocities are things moving w.r.t. a FLRW 
background

Defended by authors of GR textbooks such as Robert 
Wald, using heuristic arguments.

Real Universe can only be represented by an FLRW metric. 
Large scale dynamics obtained from the ‘coarse graining’ of 
small scale dynamics. 

Is a complex system with nonlinear dynamics.

Peculiar velocities are differences in the expansion rate of 
the Universe

Has a true metric that is everywhere far from FLRW

Talks about almost flat, almost isotropic, almost FLRW 
cosmologies

Leading cosmologists, authors of textbooks such as Ellis 
and Kolb take this view.

There is an averaging problem, a fitting problem and 
backreactions. Clarkson et al 2011 Rept.Prog.Phys. 74 
(2011) 112901



The ‘ j t t i n g  problem’ in cosmology 1699 

lo1 

Constant 
density 

map - - 
U’ ‘\ ‘ /‘ 

World Lines 

Figure 1. ( a )  An exactly uniform and spherically symmetrical FLRW universe U’ mapped 
i,nto the lumpy universe U so as to give the best fit possible. ( b )  An exactly spherical 
sphere fitted to the lumpy world to give the best fit possible. 

1.3. Averaging 

One important way of thinking of the use of a smoothed-out model is that it represents 
the average properties of the lumpy model. Let the smoothed-out description U* be 
obtained from a lumpy spacetime U by a suitable averaging procedure; it then represents 
the nature of U when described over some averaging scale L. If indeed it is sensible 
to describe the large-scale nature of U by some Robertson-Walker spacetime, then the 
best-fit FLRW model U’ should be the same as the averaged model U*. A suitable 
fitting procedure would hopefully include this way of looking at the relation between 
U and U’. In particular it should determine the appropriate averaging scale associated 
with the smoothed-out model: that is, it should lead to a statement that the universe 
U can reasonably be regarded as a FLRW universe U‘ if averaged out over a specified 
length scale L. 
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1.3. Averaging 

One important way of thinking of the use of a smoothed-out model is that it represents 
the average properties of the lumpy model. Let the smoothed-out description U* be 
obtained from a lumpy spacetime U by a suitable averaging procedure; it then represents 
the nature of U when described over some averaging scale L. If indeed it is sensible 
to describe the large-scale nature of U by some Robertson-Walker spacetime, then the 
best-fit FLRW model U’ should be the same as the averaged model U*. A suitable 
fitting procedure would hopefully include this way of looking at the relation between 
U and U’. In particular it should determine the appropriate averaging scale associated 
with the smoothed-out model: that is, it should lead to a statement that the universe 
U can reasonably be regarded as a FLRW universe U‘ if averaged out over a specified 
length scale L. 

The ‘fitting problem’ in cosmology 
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The ‘fitting problem’ in cosmology 
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Abstract, This paper considers the best way to fit an idealised exactly homogeneous and 
isotropic universe model to a realistic (‘lumpy’) universe; whether made explicit or not, 
some such approach of necessity underlies the use of the standard Robertson-Walker 
models as models of the real universe. Approaches based on averaging, normal coordinates 
and null data are presented, the latter offering the best opportunity to relate the fitting 
procedure to data obtainable by astronomical observations. 

1. Introduction 

Modern cosmology aims at finding the large-scale matter distribution and spacetime 
structure of the universe from astronomical observations. There are broadly speaking 
two distinct approaches that have been applied to this problem. 

1 . l .  Approaches to observational cosmology 

The standard approach is to make some a priori assumption about the geometry of 
the universe, based either on philosophical or pragmatic grounds; usually this assump- 
tion is that the universe is spatially homogeneous and isotropic on a large scale (this 
is the cosmological principle; Bondi (1960), Weinberg (1972)). It then follows that the 
universe is accurately represented by a Friedmann-Lemiiitre-Robertson- Walker 
( FLRW) model, and the primary objective of observational cosmology is to determine 
the two or three free parameters characteristic of such universe models (Sandage 1968). 

An alternative is to attempt as far as possible to determine spacetime geometry 
directly from astronomical observations without making such a priori assumptions 
(Kristian and Sachs 1966, Ellis et a1 1985). However difficulties arise in actually 
determining the geometry of spacetime in this way when realistic observational limita- 
tions are taken into account (Ellis 1980). 

These approaches are both to some extent unsatisfactory-the first because the 
universe is manifestly not a FLRW universe on at least some scales, and the approach 
does not provide any guidance as to on what scales such models are supposed to be 
applicable, nor seriously consider the issues arising when we consider the relation 
between descriptions of the universe at different scales of inhomogeneity (Ellis 1984); 
and the second because of the practical difficulties in implementation (theoretically 
determinable quantities are very difficult to determine in practice). Alternative analyses 

0264-9381/87/061697 + 33$02.50 @ 1987 IOP Publishing Ltd 1697 

Section 4.3 and 4.4 give a detailed discussion of 
how to correct for peculiar velocities, isotropize
data, fit it to an idealized model, judge goodness 
of fit and what it means for fundamental physics
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Rubin & Hayden (ApJ 833:L30,2016) verify the results of Nielsen et al
but then argue that the light-curve fit parameters may be redshift-dependent

Two out of 3 parameters that go into the distance 
modulus have been examined by eye and made 

sample and redshift dependent.
Against the principles of blinded data analysis.
20 hyperparameters to standardize 740 SN1e

Even if this is justified, the significance with which a non-accelerating 
universe is rejected rises only to ≲4s … still inadequate to claim a 

‘discovery’ (even though the dataset has increased from 
~50 to 740 SNe Ia in 20 yrs)!

Nielsen et al

Cosmology Seminar
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The real local Universe

Figure 1: Bulk Flow measurements. Upper panel: the symbols show the amplitude of

the measured bulk flow (with its error) from the following surveys: Surface Brightness

Fluctuations (SBF), SFI , ENEAR (EN), Shellflow (SF), Supernovae type Ia (SNIa),
SMAC, EFAR, LP10, SCII and LP (see table for explanation) as a function of radius.

The CMB dipole COBE measurement and bulk flow from the PSCz redshift catalog
are also shown. The solid line shows the expected rms bulk velocity of a sphere of

radius R for standard ΛCDM model; the dashed lines represent 1-σ cosmic scatter

about the rms. Lower panel: the symbols show the direction of some of the measured
bulk flow vectors, note that the catalogs that correspond to R ∼ 60h−1Mpc have

consistent directions while measurements that correspond to large distances do not.
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Estimators for the Dipole
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Add up unit vectors corresponding 
to directions in the sky for every 
source

Relatively lower bias and statistical 
error 1/√&

Rubart and Schwarz 2013

Vary the direction of the 
hemispheres until maximum 
asymmetry is observed

Easy visualization

High Bias and statistical error 
2.6/√&



Local Sources contamination?

Cosmology Seminar

Remove the Supergalactic plane. Disk like 
structure containing the majority of clusters at 
z<0.03

Remove sources within 1 arcsecond of 2MRS 
z<0.03 sources

No significant impact on the velocity/direction of the dipole
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TABLE II. Fits to the JLA catalogue allowing for sample- and redshift-dependence of SNe Ia parameters. The 1st row

corresponds to Rubin & Hayden’s
31

22-parameter fit, while the 2nd row shows the changes when a scale-dependent exponentially

falling dipole modulation is allowed for q0. The 3rd row corresponds to their 16-parameter fit while the 4th and 5th rows show,

respectively, the changes allowing for a scale-dependent exponentially falling dipole modulation in q0, and allowing for the

absolute magnitude of the SNe Ia to be sample dependent (respectively low z, SDSS, SNS & HST). In each row the e↵ect of

setting the monopole of q0 to zero is also shown to illustrate that the SNe Ia parameters (last 4 columns) hardly change, while

the dipole in q0 changes substantially.

-2 log Lmax qm qd S j0 � ⌦k ↵ � M0 �M0

Rubin & Hayden (22 param.) with no dipole -331.6 -0.4574 – – 0.1458 0.1345 3.067 -19.07 0.1074

As above with no acceleration (qm = 0) -315.6 0 – – -1.351 0.1323 3.048 -19.01 0.1088

Rubin & Hayden (22 param.) with dipole / e
�z/S

-335.9 -0.3867 -0.2325 0.1825 -0.1779 0.1337 3.028 -19.06 0.1076

As above with no acceleration (qm = 0) -326.9 0 -2.186 0.05034 -1.333 0.1325 3.02 -19.01 0.1087

Rubin & Hayden (16 param.) with no dipole -242.4 -0.3873 – – 0.2937 0.1345 3.063 -19.05 0.1080

As above with no acceleration (qm = 0) -229.9 0 – – -0.8444 0.1325 3.051 -19.00 0.1094

Rubin & Hayden (16 param.) with dipole / e
�z/S

-250.2 -0.3329 -0.2091 0.2726 0.04258 0.1336 3.021 -19.04 0.1081

As above with no acceleration (qm = 0) -241.2 0 -0.3585 0.1794 -0.8645 0.132 3.009 -19.00 0.1093

Rubin & Hayden (16 + 3 param.) with no dipole -253.4 -0.09894 – – -0.102 0.1346 3.023 -19.07, -19.00, -18.94, -18.78 0.1082

As above with no acceleration (qm = 0) -253 0 – – -0.2661 0.1344 3.016 -19.06, -18.99, -18.92, -18.77 0.1084
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If !",$ and %$ can be sample or redshift dependent, why not /$? Undermines the use of SN1a as standard candles 
but justified by AIC.



Planck 2015
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Planck Collaboration: The Planck mission
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Fig. 17. Orthographic projection of the reconstructed Planck all-sky y-map in Compton parameter units (Planck Collaboration XXII
2015). For illustration purposes and to enhance the tSZ signal-to-noise ratio, the y-map has been Wiener filtered. Positive sources in
the map correspond to clusters and super-clusters of galaxies with strong tSZ emission. In particular, the Coma and Virgo clusters
are clearly visible near the north Galactic pole. The region of strongest contamination from Galactic foreground emission in the
Galactic plane has been partially masked.

Table 9. Parameter 68 % confidence levels for the base ⇤CDM
cosmology computed from the Planck CMB power spectra, in
combination with the CMB lensing likelihood (“lensing”).

Parameter Planck TT+lowP+lensing

⌦bh2 . . . . . . . . . . 0.02226 ± 0.00023
⌦ch2 . . . . . . . . . . 0.1186 ± 0.0020
100✓MC . . . . . . . . 1.04103 ± 0.00046
⌧ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.066 ± 0.016
ln(1010As) . . . . . . 3.062 ± 0.029
ns . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.9677 ± 0.0060

H0 . . . . . . . . . . . 67.8 ± 0.9
⌦m . . . . . . . . . . . 0.308 ± 0.012
⌦mh2 . . . . . . . . . . 0.1415 ± 0.0019
⌦mh3 . . . . . . . . . . 0.09591 ± 0.00045
�8 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.815 ± 0.009
�8⌦

0.5
m . . . . . . . . . 0.4521 ± 0.0088

Age/Gyr . . . . . . . 13.799 ± 0.038
rdrag . . . . . . . . . . . 147.60 ± 0.43
keq . . . . . . . . . . . 0.01027 ± 0.00014

ments to the data processing and use of cross-half-mission likeli-
hoods (Planck Collaboration XI 2015; Planck Collaboration XII
2015). We find good agreement with our earlier results, with in-
creased precision.

10.1. Cosmological parameters

Planck’s measurements of the cosmological parameters de-
rived from the full mission are presented and discussed in
Planck Collaboration XIII (2015). As in our previous release,
the data are in excellent agreement with the predictions of
the 6-parameter ⇤CDM model (see Table 9), with parame-
ters tightly constrained by the angular power spectrum. The
best-fit model parameters from the full mission are typically
within a fraction of a standard deviation of their results from
Planck Collaboration XVI (2014), with no outliers. The con-
straints on the parameters of the base ⇤CDM model have im-
proved by up to a factor of 3. The largest shifts are in the
scalar spectral index, ns, which has increased by 0.7�, and the
baryon density, !b, which has increased by 0.6�. Both of these
shifts are partly due to correction of a systematic error that con-
tributed to a loss of power near ` = 1800 in the 2013 results
Planck Collaboration XIII (2015). This systematic also biased
the inferences on H0 slightly low (by less than 0.5�). In addi-
tion, the overall amplitude of the observed spectrum has shifted
upwards by 2 % (in power), due to a calibration change, and
the optical depth to Thomson scattering, ⌧, has shifted down by
nearly 1�. These shifts approximately cancel in the derived nor-
malization of the matter power spectrum. The remaining shifts
are consistent with the known changes in noise level, time-
stream filtering, absolute calibration, beams, and other aspects
of the data processing.

Both the angular size of the sound horizon, ✓⇤, and the cold
dark matter density, !c, have become significantly better deter-
mined. The data at high-` are now so precise, and the polariza-
tion data so constraining, that we not only see very strong evi-
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1706.09309.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1505.07800.pdf
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The Pantheon compilation

JLA +  additional SN1a from Pan Starrs and HST
1048 SN1a, redshifts corrected for peculiar velocities using the 2M++ 
flow field
890 are in the hemisphere opposite the 2M++ bulk flow

Scolnic et al. Astrophys.J. 859 (2018) no.2, 101

However, we use only JLA!



Redshift distribution of the removed sources
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d = 0.0124  >1200 km/s if fully kinematic

Total dipole is at least 4.2! statistically significant.
172.6° RA, -6.6° Dec (~4.5° from CMB)

By cross correlating with Galaxy and Mass Assembly



The standard model and structure formation
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! " = $ " − $̅
$̅

'(!
')( + 2, ) '!

') = 4./0$̅!

/12 + Λ412 =
8./
67 89:

Assume isotropy and homogeneity of 89:

→ The FLRW metric with Friedmann 
equations describing the time evolution of 
the scale factor a
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Estimators for the Dipole

Rameez - PONT Avignon
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Add up unit vectors corresponding 
to directions in the sky for every 
source

Relatively lower bias and statistical 
error 1/√&

Rubart and Schwarz 2013

Vary the direction of the 
hemispheres until maximum 
asymmetry is observed

Easy visualization

High Bias and statistical error 
2.6/√&

4F − G4 1 + !H. ?̂F
+

G4 1 + !H. ?̂F

Minimize the 
above term, even 
less bias than the 
linear estimator
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The FLRW Universe
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Cosmological Backreaction
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At the very least, then, these considerations surely tell us 
that it is important to understand the averaging, fitting and 
backreaction problems to see what effects there may be 
on cosmology. There are some scales where backreaction 
may be important - probably not the largest scales 
relevant to the cosmic acceleration, but others where 
precision cosmology is significant. In investigating this, we 
must get a clearer distinction between dynamical and 
observational effects - the latter not covered here, but 
certainly relevant to null fitting, which is the core of 
observational cosmology.



Residual clustering dipole
• For a Copernican observer:

• !"#$ = &
'( )*

• )# = +, ,( ∫.
/0# 1 ,2 1 1,31

• 0# 1 = ∫.
/ 4# 15 0 5 35

• 0 5 = 6 7
6898

:;
:7
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Using Planck 2015 cosmological 
parameters and astropy, using the 
the redshift distribution as dN/dz

!"#$ <  0.0018
In the final sample

!<=> = 0.0106

Velocity of ~3000 km/s
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Figure 8. Left: Intrinsic clustering dipoles observed in 500 realizations of AllWISE galaxy selection like catalogues from Milky Way-like

halos (green) and Milky Way-like halos in an environment as found in 2MRS by Lavaux et al. (2010), corresponding to a bulk flow

velocity of the z=0.03 sphere in the range 240 to 280 km s
�1

(blue). Right: The observed angle between the observer velocity and the

observed clustering dipole direction. The distribution of angles expected between two isotropic random dipoles is denoted in yellow for

comparison.

8 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Subtracting the best estimate of the residual clustering
dipole, |Dcls| = 0.0076 ± 0.0022 (§ 7.1) from the total ob-
served dipole |D| = 0.0124 (§ 6.2), we obtain D � Dcls| =
0.0048±0.0022. A catalogue of this size (1.2 million sources)
is also expected to have a random dipole of size ⇠ 0.001, im-
plying |Dkin| = 0.0048±0.0024 if we do a scalar subtraction.
While this subtraction ought to be done vectorially, the pre-
cise direction of the structure dipole in the local Universe
is unknown. However the close alignment of the total dipole
observed in data with the CMB dipole, despite |Dcls| be-
ing significantly larger than |Dkin|, suggests that the two
are closely parallel. Hence the vector subtraction can be ap-
proximated with a scalar subtraction of the magnitudes.

It is straightforward to evaluate the flux power-law in-
dex x in eq.(2) for a given catalogue in a single frequency
band. However for WISE and AllWISE, the initial cuts and
the cuts applied for star-galaxy separation depend on mag-
nitudes in different bands, hence the index changes between
the different bands (Griffith et al. 2015). Since our galaxy
selection is driven primarily by a W1 magnitude cut, we
confine ourselves to the W1 band.

The index of the flux function can be fitted from the
data (Colin et al. 2017). The Doppler shift is more impor-
tant for faint galaxies, hence the value of x near the thresh-
old is most relevant and is found to be 0.75 as shown in
Figure 9. The spectral index ↵ (3) for galaxies in infrared
depends on the classification of the galaxy. However, in the
W1 band range, for most galaxy types, the spectral index
varies between 0.8 and 1.0 (Griffith et al. 2015). Using these
values in eq.(1) yields a velocity of 430± 213 km s�1 for the
Solar system barycenter.

9 SUMMARY

The total observed dipole in the final AllWISE galaxy selec-
tion after suppressing star contamination and local source
contribution is 0.0124 corresponding to a velocity of 1110
km s�1 if interpreted as purely kinematic in origin.

Figure 9. The variation of the AllWISE galaxy selection source

number count with the lower cut in flux in the W1 band which

we use to determine the power x in eq.(2). At the lower flux

threshold, the best fit value (red line) is 0.75.

While this seems anomalously high, theoretical expecta-
tions for a ⇤CDM universe suggests that a clustering dipole
of ⇠ 0.006 is expected in a sample with the same redshift
distribution as our final selection. These estimates do not
however take into account special features of our local en-
vironment. To do so, we examine mock AllWISE galaxy
selection-like catalogues generated from a state-of-the-art
⇤CDM Hubble volume simulation. We search for haloes with
velocities similar to that of the Milky Way embedded in an
environment as observed in 2MRS with a bulk velocity of
⇠ 240 km s�1 extending beyond z = 0.03. We find that an
intrinsic clustering dipole of size 0.0071±0.0022 can arise for
these observers . This lowers the inferred velocity of the Solar
system barycenter to 430±213 km s�1, compatible with the
value inferred from the CMB dipole. However, the estimate
of the residual clustering dipole from theory is model depen-
dent, and in this case assumed a ⇤CDM model with param-
eters fitted to Planck data. Consequently the final value of

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Dark Sky N Body Simulations

Cosmology Seminar

First trillion particle simulation of the Λ"#$ universe.

Only ~<1% of halos with MW-like mass and velocity are inside bulk flows > 240 km/s on scales exceeding 260 Mpcs

#%&' = 0.0076 +/- 0.0022

#()* = 0.0048 +/- 0.0024

MW mass halo
Virgo Mass halo within 
16-18 Mpc



Getting rid of the stars
following from MNRAS448,1305–1313 (2015)

• Magnitude cuts in different bands, Galactic plane cut at +/-15 degrees
• Sample of 2.46 million Galaxies, 76% complete, with 1.8% star contamination

Cosmology Seminar

in agreement with MNRAS 445 (2014) L60-L64

Cross correlate with deep surveys over a very narrow sky 
(SDSS, GAMA) to determine how many are stars and how 
many are Galaxies

The maximum is in the direction (AllWISE) 
237.4° RA, -46.6 ° Dec 
331.9° l 6.02° b 

110 degrees from the CMB direction

Dipole magnitude ~0.049 

Fully kinematic interpretation ~ 6000 km/s



Cosmological perturbation theory
“solutions of the linearized field equations can be viewed as linearizations of solutions of the full non 

linear equations. ” Mukhanov, Feldman, Brandenberger 1991 , proof by P. D’Eath,Ann.Phys.98(1976)237.

Basically a taylor series expansion of EFE 
around FLRW
• R-W line element:

!"# = %&'!(&!('
= )(+)# [−!+# + 012 (3 !(1!(2]

• Perturbed R-W line element:
!"#
= )# + {− 1 + 28 !+# + 291!+!(1
+ 1 − 2: 012 + 2ℎ12 !(1!(2}

Allowed gauge conditions:
• ∇.w = 0 , ∇.h = 0

Instead if you set w = h = 0
Conformal Newtonian ‘gauge’
8 and : → Newtonian gravitational potential
This is how N-body simulations work

• “These condiNons can be applied only if the stress-
energy tensor contains no vector or tensor parts and 
there are no free gravitaNonal waves, so that only 
the scalar metric perturbaNons are present. While 
this condiNon may apply, in principle, in the linear 
regime (|δρ/ ̄ρ| ≪1), nonlinear density fluctuaNons 
generally induce vector and tensor modes even if 
none were present iniNally. In general, this is not a 
valid gauge condi3on— it is rather the elimina3on 
of physical phenomena “ Bertschinger 1995

• Bulk flows - > Vector modes
• Brandenberger 2003, Durrer 2016

Our standard tools of cosmology: N-body simulaNons, 
CAMB etc are only (perhaps very) approximate 
descripNons of reality



How approximate? Cosmological Backreaction
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Is there proof that backreaction of inhomogeneities

is irrelevant in cosmology?

T Buchert1, M Carfora2, G F R Ellis3, E W Kolb4, M A H

MacCallum5, J J Ostrowski6,1,†, S Räsänen7, B F Roukema6,1,†,

L Andersson8, A A Coley9, and D L Wiltshire10

1Université de Lyon, Observatoire de Lyon, Centre de Recherche Astrophysique de
Lyon, CNRS UMR 5574: Université Lyon 1 and École Normale Supérieure de Lyon,
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2Dipartimento di Fisica, Università degli Studi di Pavia, via A. Bassi 6, I–27100
Pavia, Italy, and Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Sezione di Pavia, via A. Bassi
6, I–27100 Pavia, Italy
3Cosmology and Gravity Group, Department of Mathematics and Applied
Mathematics, University of Cape Town, Rondebosch 7701, South Africa
4Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics, Enrico Fermi Institute, The University
of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637, USA
5School of Mathematical Sciences, Queen Mary University of London, London E1
4NS, UK
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Grudziadzka 5, Nicolaus Copernicus University, ul. Gagarina 11, PL–87–100 Toruń,
Poland
7Department of Physics and Helsinki Institute of Physics, University of Helsinki,
FIN–00014 University of Helsinki, Finland
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Institute of Technology, S–100 44 Stockholm, Sweden
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†Lyon: BFR: during visiting lectureship; JJO: during long–term visit.

Abstract. No. In a number of papers Green and Wald argue that the standard
FLRW model approximates our Universe extremely well on all scales, except close
to strong field astrophysical objects. In particular, they argue that the effect of
inhomogeneities on average properties of the Universe (backreaction) is irrelevant. We
show that this latter claim is not valid. Specifically, we demonstrate, referring to
their recent review paper, that (i) their two–dimensional example used to illustrate
the fitting problem differs from the actual problem in important respects, and it
assumes what is to be proven; (ii) the proof of the trace–free property of backreaction
is unphysical and the theorem about it fails to be a mathematically general statement;
(iii) the scheme that underlies the trace–free theorem does not involve averaging and
therefore does not capture crucial non–local effects; (iv) their arguments are to a
large extent coordinate–dependent, and (v) many of their criticisms of backreaction
frameworks do not apply to the published definitions of these frameworks. It is

Exact but closer to reality than FLRW -> Swiss Cheese Universes.
Underdensities always expand a little faster than overdensities.
They come to dominate the volume
Thus any inhomogeneity should lead to faster expansion.
Marra, Kolb, Matarrese 2007 , Rasanen 2012, Rasanen 2015 
Can explain most of of observed dark energy
Backreaction even within perturbative gravity : Adamek, Class. Quantum Grav. 36, 014001 (2019)



Dipoles in a catalogue of galaxies
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In an all-sky catalogue with sources of redshift 
distribution D(z) from directionally unbiased survey 
with N sources

redshift

D(z)

"⃗ = $ (%⃗&'(, *, α) + , (N) + -./( (D(z)) +0
$→ The Kinematic dipole, depends on source spectrum, 
source flux function, observer velocity

, → The shot noise dipole, ∝ 1/√6, isotropic

-./( → The clustering dipole, local anisotropy due to structure

0 → Foregrounds, mainly stars and other Galactic 
contamination


